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Sullivan Defeats Boyle
Wins F.Y.S.A. Elections
by David M. Rothbard
Staff Writer
Robert Sullivan defeated Cathy Boyle by a wide
margin in Tuesday's F.U.S.A. Presidential election
and will be inaugurated into office on April 1.
Sullivan, who received 895 votes to Boyle's 309
votes, stated that he was surprised by the large
margin and attributes the win to a combination of his
personality, platform, and well organized campaign.
According to Kathy Walsh, Chairman of the Election Committee, more than 50% of the students
voted which she said was a good turnout.
Sullivan stated that he was also surprised at the
number of write-ins, 109 total, but that the write-ins
are to be expected. "It is unfortunate that there was a
lot of apathy this election," he affirmed, and this is
the most apathetic election I have ever seen."
Expanding F.U.S.A. and appointing cabinet
members are among Sullivan's top priorities when he
takes office and he stated that he will be accepting
applications for F.U.S.A. Cabinet posts beginning
this week. "I want anyone who is interested in getting
involved in F.U.S.A. to apply for a position in my administration," he explained.
Sullivan also stated that he plans to go ahead with
implementation of the proposed student co-op and
will continue the fight for a reading day during final
exams, an idea which Sean McAuliffe's present administration proposed.
"I feel that it is the President's role to be an involved overseer," Sullivan asserted, "and I plan to work

with my cabinet to give F.U.S.A. more exposure and
involvement on campus. Sullivan added that the present administration has been "lowkey."
The debate between Sullivan and Boyle held in the
Oak Room Sunday evening was seen by one observer
to merely point out the likenesses in the candidates'
platforms. "Maybe that's why we had so many writeins," he stated.
A panel of four questioned the candidates and
questions were also taken from the audience. One
student asked what the candidates would have done
if they had been told of the Bankey before the rest of
the student body was notified as was the President of
F.U.S.A. last year. Sullivan responded that he would
have made an effort to tell the student body about the
situation if it had been possible.
Such major issues as the Bankey, the shuttle, more
non-alcoholic events for minors, and the expansion
of F.U.S.A.'s involvement were in student affairs addresed by the candidates. Also, increased student input into university policy was discussed and agreed
to be of great importance by both candidates.
50.7% of the voters were male and 49.3% were
female. Also, 16.3% of the Senior Class voted, 28.9%
of the Class of '84 voted, 29.6% of the Sophomores
cast ballots, and 25.2% of the Freshmen voted.
Sullivan, when asked, stated that if he could channel all of his energies into one main idea for which he
could be remembered, it would be the creation of a
fund within F.U.S.A. to help students financially.
"After all," he affirmed, "It is important for us to take
care of our own."

Author Thrives On Perfection
by Elizabeth Bartus
News Editor
"It's not really that complicated
of a thing to become a writer." All it
takes is a modest intelligence,
great discipline, and curiosity according to author Pat Jordan.
Author of several books on sports
including Suitors of Spring, Black
Coach, and Broken Patterns, Jordan has also written for many
magazines such as Mademoiselle,
Sports Illustrated, and Playboy.
During his lecture in the OakRoom Wednesday evening the
Fairfield graduate explained that
he began writing sports stories for
the Bridgeport Post while a student here. He said, "I started at
scratch. The more I got into it, the
more I knew I liked it. As far as
having a natural talent, I don't
think I did."
Jordan opened with a brief introduction. He then read two
passages from a novel he is cur-

rently writing. In the passages, the
main character, a writer, reflects on
both the exhilaration and the
despair that a writer experiences.
Following these readings, Jordan
asked for audience questions.
Several questions during the
forty-five minute question/answer
period concerned interviewing. He
commented, "I always try to interview people who struck me as interesting rather than famous." He
stressed the fact that it's important that, "you never let the subject think you're smarter than him.
You have to be very diplomatic."
During an interview, Jordan
says, "My job is to find the truth.
There are some truths you
wouldn't print. You do protect
your subject." Also, "It doesn't
hurt as an interviewer to be as
open as possible. You're the one
who's writing."
As for getting information, Jordan said, "I found it much easier to

interview women athletes. Women
always tell you much more."
When asked "What keeps you
going?", Jordan answered, "the
perfect story or book." He usually
writes about 200 words per day.
Why does he write? "I write beContinued on page 3

Robert Sullivan walked away from Tuesday's elections as the new
F.U.S.A. President. Sullivan, in his bid for the presidency, defeated
his opponent by 586 votes.
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]

Seniors Establish
$500 Scholarship
by Thomas Cairns
Staff Writer
The senior class of 1983 is trying
to raise money for a class gift to be
given to Fairfield University. The
gift will be a scholarship consisting , of $10.00 contributions
from each of approximately fivehundred seniors. An endowment
fund will then be established for
the scholarship money.
The requirements for the
scholarship are as follows. First,
only thost students who are
juniors in the 1983-84 school year

or thereafter will be considered.
Second, candidates must be active
participar/ts in FUSA campus
ministry and other school
organizations. Third, all students
must have proof of financial need.
Also, recommendations and a personal essay are mandatory.
As to when the contributions
will be collected, FUSA Academic
Vice-President Beth Kramer said,
"Seniors will be contacted soon so
they may donate to the fund. It's
important the money is raised,"
Beth added.

Library Systems Aid Students
by Kathryn King
Staff Writer
With January came the beginning of the second semester and
the beginning of Nyselius Library's
new zebra system. "The zebra is a
barcode like you have on groceries," explained Jane Bickford,
circulation supervisor. Each
patron will have a barcode on his
validated I.D.
"The books that circulate four

Roulette, Blackjack, and Craps provided entertainment for students last Friday at "Las Vegas Night." The
Oak Room turned Into a casino where students bet play money hoping to win at these games of chance. If
Lady Luck was on their side, gamblers could win many prizes including a trip to the Bahamas. For details,
see story on page 10.
[Photo by Kevin Kumke]

weeks are on the system and reserves are on the system" Bickford
said. When a student borrows a
book, the barcode on the I.D. and
on the book are put together in the
computer.
Jobs such as keeping track of
who has what book, who has overdue books, calculating fines, sending out notices, and circulation
counts that used to be done manually are now done by the Geac
computer system.
Because of the new system,
there have been some policy
changes. Books are due exactly 28
days after being checked out.
Books checked out to faculty will
be due 120 days after being borrowed. There will no longer be a
grace period for overdue books.
The five cents a day fine will begin
to accrue the first day the book is
overdue. Overdue notices will be
sent 14 days and 28 days after the
book becomes overdue and billsfor-replacement for presumably
lost books will be sent 42 days
later.
Fines will be collected only at
the circulation desk and not at
night or on weekends. Students
may return books at any time but
must pay fines only at designated
times. If a patron owes fines of fifty
dollars or more or has received
bills-for-replacement for ten or
more books, he will not be able to
borrow books.
These rules are new because the
staff at the library could not
possibly have kept track of all the

students who borrowed books
before. The system has brought
more efficiency. The new system
was first decided upon three years
ago and the contract was signed in
October of 1981. "We're excited
about the new system and encourage people to come in and get
their barcodes and hope they will
be patient with us," says Bickford.
"When most people have a barcode it will make it much easier."
The computer Geac which is used in barcoding is also used in the
Inter Library Loan. "Inter Library
Loan means that if we don't have a
book or article we will borrow it
from another library," explained
the reference and Inter Library
Loan Librarian Nancy Haag. This
service is available for all students.
If the book you are looking for is
not in Nyselius, you may make out
a request form for the book. Using
one of two computers, the librarian
finds which libraries have that
book or periodical and sends a
form to them, requesting the book
or a xeroxed copy of an article in a
periodical. The other library will
then send it to the university
library.
This process takes about a week
at the beginning and end of the
semester for easy to find books.
"When everyone's writing term
papers" in the middle of the
semester it will take about a
month, said Ms. Haag. "If ordered
Continued on page 2
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Admissions Recruits Students Through Fairs, Visits
by Tricia Kowalski
Staff Writer
and Elizbeth Kline
News Editor
When working towards attracting new students, Fairfield
University promotes all of its
various qualities, stressing the
fact that it is "a Jesuit university
of academic excellence," explained a member of the admissions
personnel. Other positive features
are "the offerings of the three
schools within the University, its
ideal location, and its attractive
size and campus."
The Office of Undergraduate
Admissions uses as its major
means of drawing new students,
fall and spring college fairs, college nights, and visits by admissions personnel to high school
guidance offices. These visits are
conducted in the New England
and surrounding areas, as well as
in other parts of the country.
Admissions does not see an immediate need to advertise in
newspapers, local or otherwise,
since the school already receives
such a favorable response by use
of its current tactics. Fairfield
does however, advertise in various
college handbooks such as Fisk's,
Barron's, and Peterson's, and
places a short description of the

University in Talbot's, a nationwide guide to colleges that is
usually published each fail.
By use of these different
publications, Fairfield generates
an initial interest in the prospective student, who can then write to
the admissions office for more indepth information contained in
Fairfield's viewbook. Word-ofmouth of students and alumni is
also an important factor in the
advertising process.
Other colleges in the area such
as the Unversity of Connecticut
(UConn) also rely on college
nights and high school visits to attract new students. When asked if
the school placed advertisements
in any publications, a UConn admissions officer stated that, "We
do advertise in educational supplements." UConn also advertises
in local newspapers such as The
Hartford Courant.
Fairfield's heaviest concentration of students comes from the
New England area, New York, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania, but
there are twenty-eight different
states and foreign countries
represented in the student body.
Fairfield does visit local high
schools as well, including Andrew
Warde and Roger Ludlowe.

"Fairfield visits us and I think
we have a good response to Fairfield; one, because it's a good
school, and two, because it's
close to home" stated Mike
Sullivan, a guidance counselor at
Warde. Representatives go in the
fall and act as contact people. "It
makes it easy," Sullivan went on
to explain. He added that "There is
a good response to all the local

schools-U.B., (the University of
Bridgeport), Sacred Heart, and
Fairfield."
Steve Hackett, guidance
counselor at Roger Ludlowe High
School, also asserted that, "There
is a very good response to the
University," and that the high
school visits are, "well attended."
Hackett pointed out; however,

that, "There are a number of
qualified students who don't apply
because it's in their hometown."
When various freshmen here at
Fairfield were asked how they first
heard of the school, most of them
responded that they attended college fairs at which Fairfield was
represented, and/or they read
about the school in one or more of
the college guides.

Student tour guides show interested high school seniors and their parents around the university's 200
acre campus. A majority of the prospective students come from New England and the tri-state area.
College fairs and high school contact prompt visits to the university.
[Photo by Vinny DeAngelis]

University Awaits
Asbestos Results

Or. Walter Petry (second from right) and three Latin American specialists discussed the
growing turbulence in Central America.
[Photo by Karen Haney]

Panel Discusses "Blow Up" In Central America
Marguerite Downing
Public Relations Editor
Four specialists on Latin
America met in the Oakroom to
discuss the possiblity of another
major disturbance in Central
America on Janaury 25. Topics included the position of the
Catholic church in Central
America, the atmosphere for reform, the Indian population's role,
and U.S. military intervention.
The speakers came from diverse fields of work. David Darcy,
a news analyst for WBAI in New
York, is currently working on a
radio documentary on Guatemalan politics. Rose Gorman is a
Justic and Peace Chairperson for
the Catholic Church; Brian
O'Rourke, a 1980 graduate of Fairfield, is a Peace Corps volunteer in
Guatemala; and Walter Petry is a
professor of History with the Latin
Caribbean Studies Program. Each
speaker offered views on different
indicators which may point future
disturbance in Central America.
Professor Petry opened the lecture with his reflection on elections in El Salvador. According to
Petry. the first national elections,
held in March 1982. would have
been of enormous importance in
El Salvador's history had it not

been undermined by the "grotesque" atmosphere which prevailed
during the campaign. Petry cited
illiteracy, fear, and murder as
elements of an atmosphere which
rendered the election "meaningless" and allowed for the continuance of guerilla warfare and
ceased land reform.
Rose Gorman, a Justice and
Peace worker, discussed the role
of the Catholic Church in
Nicaragua. She described her postion as one that "is shaped by
what I (she) hears from Church
people." According to Gorman,
the hostility toward religion in
Nicaragua is misreported by the
media. She stated: "We are concerned as Church people that the
Catholic church was used in September in media reports as a
persecuted group. " She went on
to say that the Church does not
want to be identified as an antigovernment force. The Church,
she says, serves as a bridge between reform factions and the
government.
David Darcy, from WBAI, reviewed the history of land ownership,
the historical role of Indians, and
the military regime in Guatemala
He cited obstacles to land and
agrarian reform as coming from

those who fear losing the Indians
as a major labor force and from a
military which prides itself on its
"racist preparation" against the
Indians. If Guatemala is "blowing
up" again. Darcy doubts it. He
guesses that important reform
leaders "have been killed or sent
into exile, and since there is no
history of organizing among Indians, another "blow up" is unlikely
From a personal approach to
the situation. Brian O'Rourke felt
the need for an end to military intervention. He called for expert
workers to come in and help out
the situation.
All lecturers warned of inaccurate media reports They also
agreed that if the situation in
Guatemala worsens, the country
will eventually fall.

by Lucia M. Mercurio
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Testing has been initiated in
both Bannow and the library to
determine whether asbestos
fibers present are at harmful
levels.
According to Provost John
Barone, a sequential testing was
completed over the semester
break. He is now awaiting the final
results of those tests.
The testing laboratory, whose
name has not yet been revealed,
was chosen by Barone from a
group of environmental labs. The
steps taken to determine the
asbestos content included scraping the beams to verify the
presence of asbestos fibers
followed by two air tests to
measure the amount of asbestos
in the air (per cubic centemeter).
The preliminary air test was a
fifteen minute sampling. In a letter
dated January 5, addressed to Mr.
John Hickson, the testing lab
stated: "The purpose of this air
sampling was to determine what
(if any) airborne asbestos was present and (if any) to determine if
further testing was necessary."
Results of this stage revealed a
level of less than 0.095 fibers/cc.
An active level would be 1 fiber/cc.
The second test was an eight
hour long sampling which
simulates a work environment in
which a person would be exposed
to asbestos for an eight hour day.

This test, which Barone sees as
"more conclusive," enables the
company to make projections to
determine the long range effects
exposure would have on the
average individual. Results of this
series will be released in approximately two weeks.
Provost Barone does not see
any danger. "It does not look like a
scientific or medical problem," he
stated. He continued, "The anxiety level is not realistic." Barone explained that concern is more for
the maintenance worker who is exposed to the asbestos every day
than for the student who has less
contact with it. Overall he sees
"no sense of urgency" with the
situation.
Professor Bongiorno of the
biology department, who has voiced concern over this issue, had
not yet been informed of the
details of the testing at the writing
of this article. He stated,
"Something has happened. Yet,
there has been no communication
with the administration on this."
He went on to state, "We may not
have an asbestos problem. What
we have is a communication problem."
These tests, which Barone
describes as "precautionary in
nature," have been completed.
Results will determine if steps will
be necessary to capsulate or
remove the asbestos beams.

Zebra Installed
Continued from page 1
at the beginning of the semester
they'd get it a lot more quickly."
Haag remarked. "We prefer that
students don't use it casually."
Money is wasted when the student
doesn't come to pick up the book.
A couple of libraries, including
those at Harvard and Columbia,
charge ten dollars to borrow
books-. 'The library takes care of

overdue fees but the students
must pay replacement fees.
If a student really needs a book
when the Inter Library Loan is bogged down, he should check the
library at the University of
Bridgeport and the Fairfield public
libraries. "We'd always be happy to
check things for people to see who
in the area has something," said
Haag.
•»-

The annual candidate debate, sponsored by the MIRROR, was held Sunday evening in the Oak Room. A
panel of four thoroughly questioned and discussed many aspects of the platforms. Such issues as the
Bankey, creative non-alcoholic events, the shuttle, and future plans for F.U.S.A. were covered.
■
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]
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Describe Your Ideal Snow Ball Date

Jackie Franzel '83 Marketing—
"Tom Selleck."

Mike DiChiaro '83 Economics—
"Tootsie."

Photos and Responses Compiled by Vinny DeAngelis

Brendan Goodrich '86 Economics
—"Madness is a must! But a wild
imagination is good enough."

Karl Tylski
"36-28-34."

'83

Nancy LaCorte '83 Management—
"A knight in shining armor. What
could be more appropriate for the
theme is 'Camelot.'"

Biology-

Higgins Appeals to Faculty
for Support in Bloodmobile
by Don Kilcoyne
Staff Writer
Blood can be donated safely
every eight weeks. That means if a
person gave blood at the November Bloodmobile, and hasn't given
since, he can safely donate on
either Tuesday or Wednesday,
February 8 or 9, when the Fairfield
University Student Nursing
Association and Circle K join
forces to sponsor a Bloodmobile
in the Oak Room. They have set as
their goal 500 units of blood.
Father John J. Higgins, S.J. has
been named honorary chairman of
the event. In a recent memo, he appealed to the faculty for their support. "In a praiseworthy effort to
make participation by faculty,
administrators and staff as efficient and convenient as possible,
the co-sponsors of the event have
expanded the hours of the Blood-

mobile, increased the number of
workers, and designated certain
beds for our usage."
Any healthy person over 110 lbs.
is eligible to donate blood. Any
questions about eligibility can be
answered either at the sign-up
table or at the Bloodmobile itself.

Father John
Higgins has been
named honorary
chairman of the
Bloodmobile cosponsored by the
student Nursing
Association and
the Circle K Club.
[Photo by RoseAnne LaBarre]

Honors Program To
Include All Students
by Elizabeth Kline
News Editor
For the first time since the
Honors Program has been reinstated after a six year lapse, qualified students from the Schools of
Business and Nursing will participate as well as students from
the College of Arts and Sciences.
The interdisciplinary Honors
Program focuses on two different
historical periods each year. Program director, Dr. James Long
stated, "The idea is to examine
these two periods through the
lenses every student has studied
in the core." The Honors Program
is a nine credit, two semester
course satisfying part of the
General Educational Electives
students are required to take.
According to Long, the nature
of the seminar will not change
because it is admitting nursing
and business students. Through
participation and class discussion, "They will add another
dimension to the seminar," stated
Long. Each student, regardless of
their major, will enter the program
with the same background as a

Jordan Speaks
At Fairfield
continued from page 1
cause I can't do anything else well
that pays," Jordan comically
answered. Writing allows him to reorder reality that happened out of
order.
Jordan advised potential writers
to begin with newspapers and
small magazines. Jordan advised
aspiring writers to, "use each story
to move up the ladder. It's most important to have written. You also
have to have an angle—why you
should write it rather than someone else?"

Sign-ups will be held during lunch
and dinner in the Campus Center
lobby the week before the event.
The Bloodmobile will run from
11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
and from 1:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, in the Campus Center
Oak Room. Walk-ins will be
welcome.

liberal arts student due to the core
curriculum requirements.
"We have some very qualified
students for a program like this. If
there is to be an honors program
within the university, it should be
university wide," commented Dr.
Keith Martin, Dean of the School
of Business. Martin feels that
every qualified student should be
allowed the same opportunities.
Within the School of Business,
there is a Senior Honors Seminar.
"There was a great interest in
this," said Martin. The dean continued, "We're a university and
there are some things that should
transcend the various college
lines."
Like business students, Nursing majors will enter the program
offering a different perspective
beneficial to the program as a
whole. "It offers to them that kind
of liberal arts experience. A lot will
depend on interest and whether or
not it will fit their scheduling,"
stated Dr. Phyllis Porter, Dean of
the School of Nursing.
Next year, Honors Program
students will study the topic "The
Quest for a Just Society."

MOTHER'S
HELPER
DARIEN
Full or part-time, need
exceptional person to
assist with: household
duties, child care,
errands and family
projects. Family of 4
with 21/2 year and 4
month old children,
hours could be flexible
to fit student's
schedule. Non-smoker.
Person with car preferred. Call 655-9682.

CHEERS
BOOS
To a uniformed and misinformed campus concerning basketball
ticket sales. It took a Fairfield
town newspaper to get the info
right.
To the broken hairdryers in the
men's locker room in the
Rec-Plex...three weeks is long
enough, especially in the middle
of winter.
To the broken dryers in Gonzaga—some of us don't appreciate soggy laundry festooning
our rooms.

Loyola III and their original version of the Stag Antlers—hope
you drank the beer that went with
the cans! Stagmania Lives...to the
Stags' victory over Yale 90-87...to
A.S.S. for making the Bridgeport
Telegram.
To Steve Festa and Bob Brown
for being the ECAC Division III offensive player of the week and
defensive player of the week
respectively, for their outstanding
ice hockey performances last
week
To the fantastic success of Las
Vegas Night. It's great to see how
much fun can be found without
alcohol...Cheers to Dorm Council.

LOOK BETTER ..
HEALTHIER ...
Get your base tan before Spring Break

Pre-tanning is the .best protection against sunburning.
Include Tanique's® tanning service in your plans NOW
and be ready for outdoor fun in the sun!
10 Sessions
FIRST VISIT FREE!

$

35.00

with student ID

Lessthan15mins.
per visit

Call 259-7623 for more information.
We're Open
11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Family Sun
Tanning Centers

1630 Post Road, Fairfield Center, CT (Tpk«. Exit 21)

3MJ
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Whatever Happened To?

l/EATURES^

by Mary-Margaret Walsh
Executive Editor
On a rainy Sunday night, when
you don't feel like doing any
homework, and your roommate
went home for the weekend and
you have no one to talk to except
Dr. Ruth, did you ever wonder
whatever happened to

ON INTERVIEWS, GREY SUITS
AND RAZOR BLADES

•The ghosts that haunt Julie Hall
—You know the spirits that give
you the creeps whenever you ride
alone at night
•Spiro Agnew, Barry Goldwater
and Desi Arnez?
• Arlene "Toby" Bender—a former
cashier at Fairfield suspected of
embezzling funds from the university.
•Farrah Fawcett
•The rumors that an underground
newspaper would sweep the
MIRROR under the rug.
•to whoever "borrowed" my
mother's sweater in the South
East laundry room back in September?

by Deirdre Hagan
Staff Writer
A couple of centuries ago
everyone had a job if they needed one, no ifs or buts. Even if it
was from raising goats or turnips, to whipping slaves or
building cartwheels. Even
twelve-year-old Polish boys were
dragged from school, given a
pitchfork and a bag, pushed into
the fields and were told,"l hope you
enjoy your employment here
with us. Now go pick kielbasa."
Absolutely no training. No interviews. No resumes. And oh, no
grey suits.
Back in 1632 there were no employment agencies. If a man had
all of his fingers and both of his
eyeballs, he could walk into a potential job situation and say, "I
would like to get a job carving
wooden shoes." And pronto, he
was a wooden shoe carver. Or,
"Ever since I was a peasant
child, I've always wanted to
stomp grapes." Lo and behold, a
grape stomper was born.
Centuries later that kind of
fast service became impossible.
In 1859 Bernard Lubert invented
red tape. In 1902 Charles Rowland coined the saying "Don't
call us, we'll call you." In 1920,
George Travis invented the interview. Ever since then it has
' become near impossible to get a
job.
Now cutthroats abound. It was
reported that a German scientist,
realizing that the ideal interview
wouldn't be possible without
some degree of fear and competition, hypnotised two half wits,
and then injected two types of
snake serum into their veins, and
came up with two new species.
The interviewer, and the interviewee.
Today's interview has
stemmed from these historic
developments. They had changed normal football playing kids
into shady characters with sharp
teeth. They have become eager
beavers, and straight faced liars.
And interviews now go like this:
"My good points? I am
reliable, organized, have a great
love for Roctor and Ramble, I am

Srryce

-

•the tuition freeze that was promised three years ago.
•Real names of buildings. You
know buildings that you were
proud to say you lived at. In other
words, buildings that you could
pronounce.
•Fairfest
•floor parties—Fairfield being a
so-called "party school."
•alternatives to the Bankey.
• D.S.O.C — the Democratic
Socialist Organized party
•The preppie
•The Rift
•Surfside
•the legal drunk freshman
• John Travolta
•the bleachers the University
bought for the baseball field
•the personals in the advocate
•Laura Baldwin
•Mash
•Wide ties, toe socks, and ear
muffs?
• McDonald's meal for a dollar
•Whatever happened to truth,
justice and the American way?

TEST MANIA

kind, courteous, and considerate, fair, open minded,
loyal, brave, clean, reverent, and
obedient. And most of all, have
obeyed all of the Boy Scout
laws."
Instead of telling the truth. "I
have no good points."
The job hunter also does a
number on making his bad
points seem like good points. "I
am much too efficient. Really.
And I am overly organized. I
stack all of my Roctor and Ramble products very neatly on the
shelf. Bad points die hard."
When in fact the truth is: "I
leave the toilet seat up. I burp in

church, and swear at my grandmother. I only go to school on
alternating Mondays. I hate Roctor and Ramble. I love money,
believe in rape, and have a hard
time praying."

by Carol Wallace
Johnny looks tired. Of course
he looks tired, he has three tests
today. He has been studying all
weekend. There he is walking into
his math test. This one should be
easy. Johnny has been practicing
problems over and over. The
teacher is handing out a one question test. Johnny looks at the
paper. "What is the copyright date
of your test?"
There's Johnny in his next test.
He is borrowing a pencil as he
broke his own during the math
test. This test is Multiple Guess
and True/False. He reads the first
question:
Apples are: a) red b) yellow c)
purple d) a&b e) a&c a&c on Thursdays, a&b the rest of the week g)
none of the above.
Johnny decides to answer the
True/False questions first. T/F Apples are never purple.

To the people in the 1600's, a
job was a must, not a privilege. If
one wanted to be a doctor, no interview for med. school was
necessary. Just a little experience in leeches and bloodletting. Nowadays only part of that
statement is true. A little experience in bloodletting is
necessary...to get any job. Oh,
and a pinstriped suit.

that will grade his test is in a good
mood.
Two down, philosophy to go.
Johnny wants to do well on the
essay question:
A five-year-old child walks into
a candy store and buys a tootsie
roll. He leaves the store, eats the
tootsie roll, but throws the wrapper on the ground.
According to the story, discuss
voluntary action, involuntary action, and the implications of the
death penalty.
Johnny writes a few lines. To
clarify, he is adding a few more,
then a few more. By the end of the
essay, Johnny has included his
own birthplace, the copyright date
of the text, and reasons why he
came to Fairfield University. The
bell rings as Johnny closes his
third blue book.

For Johnny, "never" is a key
word. He had better be dead sure
before he answers true. What if apples turned red during a nuclear
explosion? Maybe everyone will
go colorblind tomorrow and apples will appear purple. Johnny
circles the T and tries to put it out
of his mind. Johnny finishes in
hopes that the tiny computer chip

He walks out of the test to his
car. There is a ticket on the windshield. The ticket reads:
Please move your car and pay
$5.00 or,
have your car towed and pay
$50.00 or,
report to security with the ticket
and $10.00.
Johnny writes "none of the
above," drops it in a mailbox and
heads for the Naut.

Afterthoughts

by Jim Keenan
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Ski Fairfield
by Cecile Mazzucco
Staff Writer
I'm not a ski aficionado but I
know a good idea when I see one.
Just after that recent snowstorm
dumped four to six inches of freezing white stuff on our campus I
spotted a parked car with skis
lashed to the roof. Great idea, but
better on the feet.
Why should Maintenance shovel and plow just to have us slosh
through the grimy slush, track it
into class rooms and make more
work for them? Better to leave the
snow where it falls and rustle up
some man-made flakes to cover
the tops of the bushes. This supplement doesn't have to be anything
fancy.
Ivory
Snow
detergent'll do and when the real
stuff melts it'll help Spring clean
the grounds. With Maintenance to
manicure the rough spots we students can just slip on our banana
peel blades and "ski Fairfield."
The slick slopes of Fairfield's
hills must have been designed
with skiing in mind. More downhill
than up, debatable depending on
the direction one is traveling,
these paths should provide a windwhistling-through-the-ears run
that might have more students going to class than actually present
when the class begins. This, however, is of secondary importance
to the tremendous incentive a stimulating zip through the crisp
winter air will be to hie ourselves
to an 8:20 class. Our faces will be
beaming with enthusiasm for the
trip if not for the lecture.
Nothing could be more exhilarating than swooshing down from
F.O.B. to Bannow with eight
minutes left before class starts instead of after. How wonderful to
effortlessly sail from Canisus to
our cars in the commuter lot. Of
course we'll have to use chains to
drag it out and then fight the
manicuring machines swarming to
cover up our tracks but at least we
won't have soggy galoshes anymore.
Just picture it: everybody
swishing around like Susie Chapstick, number one candidate for
Wheaties cover model, and hordes
of goggled ski bums flocking to
replace the alligatored preppies.
We could redefine skiing. For example, cross country skiing would
be sliding from Campion to the
library and a ski jump would be
tumbling out of bed and into one's
skis. We could even post some of
those red slashed circle warning
signs pointing out speed bumps.
Snow covered ramps would replace every building's stairs and
doors would be flung wide in welcome so we could glide to class
with out ever having to remove our
skis. If the few uphill treks are too
hard on our poles there'll be a ski
lift running from the library to the
mezzanine of the Campus Center
Ski Lodge and across the Vee-I
patio.
The Campus Center already resembles a ski lodge. All it needs is
a few dark wood beams and cross
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How To Make A Relationship Last

rafters to create the illusion of a
cathedral ceiling. With a fire blazing in the fireplace, so what if it's a
plastic log with a light bulb behind
it, a few snowshoes tacked on the
walls and couches and grizzly bear
rugs scattered in the foyer it'll be
the ski lodge trend setter of the
year.
Then we'll rename the Snowball
the Avalanche and hold yodeling
contests in the Stag-Her, which,
after the addition of a half dozen
clones of the Swiss Miss gal,
would make a passable Alpine bar.
To ski Fairfield would be entirely feasible except for the problems
of fitting our skis under our desks
and behind closed elevator and
dorm doors.

by Scott Grasso
Features Editor
Marriage. What a word. The
mere mention of it sends droves of
college men screaming off into
the night.
But, as wary as we all are, there
is going to come a time when all of
us are going to get thoroughly
snagged, so here's how to recognize an oncoming permanent
relationship
According to my dear mother, a
veteran of twenty years of "marital
bliss," marriage holds all the ap-

Just Whip Something Up
by Debbie Nanfeldt
Staff Writer
'Just whip something up," he
said.
"Some assignment," I think to
myself. There's enough possibilities but, nothing which hits you
between the eyes. Ahh! There's a
shocking possibility, shocking
pink to be exact. Wait till you see
it! You won't be able to miss it, my
roomie, red hair and all, in a mod
pink jumpsuit. This is the same
woman who threw a Shirley Jones
(aka. Momma Partridge) birthday
party. It's truly a trip to live with
her, a prep one minute—whatever
the next. I love my roomie. Well
enough on that topic, it's too ho
hum.
I know! I could write a full
length Features article on that oh
so aromatic stench arising from
the quad by Northwest. Oh, excuse me please, I meant Joques.
That same fragrance hung over
that area last year. I guess you

could say that the names change
but the stench remains the same.
This article is really getting poor.
What this article needs is a
change of pace. Snowball's coming up. That also means loser parties. Here's an interesting idea: an
awesome loser's party in the
Oakroom right below the fabled
Camelot. The theme could be "a
night in the South Bronx." I
wonder which candidate for
F.U.S.A. will adopt this measure
first.
That's another topic I could
write about, the big election on
campus. Forget it. I'll remain in my
usual 18-24 year old apathetic
category, thank-you.
What else? I can't think of a
thing. I should probably just start
packing my bags. My roomie, my
editor, the administration, the candidates, and my politics profs are
all going to kill me. And dear
editor, it's all because you said,
"Just whip something up."

peal of "sliding on the ice with
your pants down." However, for
those women who are anxious to
land themselves a doctor or
lawyer, Mom has some advice.
She began with:
"Girls, let's face it. Guys are
about as perceptive as boiled codfish. It's a piece of cake to trap a
real cutie into the big "M". I landed Donald with a devilish poodle
skirt and a fantastic Turkey
Tetrazini. I used to vault across
campus just to bump into him
coming out of a Management
seminar. He never could understand why I was out of breath all
the time. I'd just say 'Oh, hi. Fancy
meeting you here.' It never fails."
As I started to feel my confidence lag, she continued: "The
key, ladies, is to always stay alert.
The person who said that love is a
many splendored thing was smoking the Whoopie Weed. You've got
to be sneaky, conniving, domi-

neering, and come off as 'Little
Miss Innocent.' That way the guys
will think that they are real smart
and in total control of the situation...if they only knew!"
Feeling thorougly humiliated, I
sprinted in to get Dad's view. He
had his own ides. "Women are
very fragile beings. They need to
be wined and dined. They need a
man to keep them safe from the
outside world. All this Women's
Lib stuff is all horse hockey; they
just don't know what they want."
Somehow I wasn't totally reassured.
On a recent date, I asked my
date what she would like to do.
"Well," she said, "I have no real
ideas. It's just that Ellen is having
a cocktail party at eight, Nancy
wants to see a movie at nine, and
there is a party at the beach at
eleven-thirty. But I have no real
ideas. After all, you're the boss."
I'm not so sure anymore...

"NO
MORE
MR. NICE
GUYr
"I'm not my old lovable
self when I'm around
cigarettes. I get real
cranky. So I want all you
smokers to quit once
and for all. And who
knows? You might even
put a smile on my face."
American Cancer Society f

$2.oo

„UNCH
SPECTACULAR

Hanscn's Flower Shop
345 Reef Road Fairfield CT
AAONPAY THRU
FRUM BUY ANY
SANDWICH ON A
HARD ROLL WITH
A SODA FOR ONCi

255-0461

SAT. NIGHT is
COLLEGE NIGHT at

$200
OPEN IU-2

p.M.

SktfpMoaurt
Soutltington

P.O. Box 347
Mt. Vernon Rd.
Southington, Ct. 0

V«E ALSO DE1IVER >

BARBER SERVILLE

SUtf-THURS. ^-IIAM.
$ 3oo MMMIM 25T-5WT

1426 POST ROAD

259-3893
Look good for Snowball!

BUD'S ™»

714 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD, CT
• (203) 254-0748

.COLD BEER & ICE'BARBEQUE CHICKEN & RIBS-COLD CUTS□ PARTY PLATTERS«HOT & COLD SANDWICHES»SODA»COFFEE

10% OFF ANY SANDWICH ( f%
WITH THIS AD

*2.00 OFF ON LIFT TICKETS
SAT. NIGHTS WITH THIS AD.
SO CONVENIENTLY LOCATED AT

EXIT 30 OFF I-84

Call In Orders Welcomed
HOURS: 6:30-8 M-F • 7:30-8 Sat. • 8-4 Sun.

n

SKI WITH THE COLLEGE
CROWD ON SAT. NIGHTS
AND THEN APRES-SKI IN
OUR ALPINE LOUNGE

5H3

v

RENTAL EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
FOR INFO OR GROUP RATES

CALL 1-628-0965
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This Week's Upcoming Events
■■■i^H

PLAYS
"THE GLASS MENAGERIE"
presented by the Fairfield University Playhouse at 8 p.m. Monday
February 7 through Saturday
February 12th. General admission
is $6, student and senior citizens
$3. For more information and reservations call the playhouse at
255-5411 ext. 2204.
"MADE IN AMERICA" a comedy
presentation including satire and
mime presented by The Quiet Riot.
Held in the Oakroom, cabaret
style, on Feb. 7. Dessert and refreshments served!!! Admission
is $3.

WANT TO SEND
A SPECIAL MESSAGE
TO SOMEONE SPECIAL?

MOVIES
"BODYHEAT" presented on Feb. 3
& 5. 7:30 and 9:30 in Gonzaga Aud.
admission' is $1. "As the Temperature rises, the supense begins..."
"DIVA" presented on Feb. 7 in
Gonzaga Aud. at 7 p.m. Admission
is free. "A great new thriller from
France."
"AFRICAN QUEEN" on Feb. 8 in
Gonzaga Aud. Admission is $1.
"Hepburn and Bogart in a
classic."

SPORTS

SNOWBALL '83
"SNOWBALL '83" will be held on
Friday Feb. 4 at 9 p.m. This
semiformal dance features the
New-wave band, "The Press".
Tickets are $12 per couple.

FAIRFIELD HOCKEY! Feb. 5
against Amherst. 8 p.m. away.
Feb. 7, against Trinity, away at 8
p.m. Feb. 9 against lona, home at
8:30.
FAIRFIELD BASKETBALL! Get
ready fans! Monday, Feb. 7 at
Navy 7:30 p.m. Wednesday
against Army at home 8 p.m.

Well, here's your chance! The Mirror is sponsoring "Valentine
Messages." available in the Campus Center during lunch! Only
50c!!!!! Today is your last chance!!!!

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL! Feb. 5
the Lady Stags vs. lona at 5 p.m. in
Alumni Hall.

MISC.
Applications for sub-chairs for
"Orientation '83" are available
Feb. 10-18.
Mirror Meeting Monday night at
7:30 in Bannow 3rd floor lounge.

Z?W%

FRIDAY NIGHT

NOTES
SOMETHING
HAS
BEEN Financial Aid Office in Loyola Hall.
ADDED!!! A new bulleting board Timely information about Finanhas been erected outside of the cial aid matters as well as notices
regarding private or graduate
scholarships will periodically be
posted.
On Feb. 12, The Cardinal Key
Society is offering a CPR course
sponsored by American Heart Association. It will "run on Saturday
from 9 am-1 pm and will cost $5.00
per person. If interested, send
your name, box number, and
money to Box C at the Campus
Center. If you have any questions
call Brian at 254-1999.

SAM Ml E LOST
Sammie is a small (15 lbs.),
light grey and whitish dog with a
black muzzle and black tips of
ears.
If seen call security or
259-3850 before 5 pm, or
384-9160 after 5 pm.
Please report any sightings of
stray dogs to:
CARING NETWORK
till 5 pm 259-3850 or the dog
warden.

Mike's
Pizza

THE NAUT

\^

1144 Reef Road

• GRINDERS SPECIAL MIKE
SUPER PIZZA TURNOVER

255-2292

ASK ABOUT OUR 6TH
PIE AT NO CHARGE

ISM PO»T «OAD,

OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. TO 11 P.M.

1 PM

rjuanuo

WE SER^EWIN^TBEt

r»

&EDCOATS
Restaurant
and Pub
•Wednesday Night 9-11 p.m.

• Thursday 9-11 p.m.
LADIES NIG HT Zfor

Coming Feb. 23rd

RAFFLE-PRIZES

• TAKE OUT ORDERS
• FREEZER ORDERS

4 different varieties weekly

25° DRAFTS
\i

Of FAIRFIELD

IMPORT INVASION
2for1

Thursday? Night
* SPECIAL*

| St. Pauli Girl Night-31.00

11:00
Wrigley's Spearment wrapper
thrown in an ashtray.
Stumble to the car.
Closing door
Closing eyes
Tasting beer
and a stranger's cologne.
— Lucia M. Mercurio

10% DISCOUNT
W/ F.U. I.D.

IF IT HAD ONLY BEEN REALM
Winners and Losers alike enjoyed the exciting atmosphere of Vegas
night. This successful event was sponsored and run by the Dorm
Council.

3EZZ £*& Ct4t4*6i&&/+ &GJj\

Styrofoam heart
filled with ashes
and the last sip of beer
she couldn't quite get down.
Kiss in the corner
so no one can see
his hand.
Video music
ptays unseen.

bottle

• Saturday Night 9-closing

(house brands)

_

4

"COLLEGE NIGHT' Zfor I
(house brands & wine) with F.U.I.D.
1096 Pos; i jad East, Westport
(adjacent to Post Cinema)

227-6919
AMEX/VISA/MC
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[POLITICS]
WATT: A Wolf In
His Own Clothing
by Bill Ratchford
Just when you thought it was
safe to make an objective midterm assessment of the current
Administration's environmental
policy, Interior Secretary James
Watt ventures forth once more
with his brand of public candor
that would give any publicrelations official nightmares.
The latest episodes in the saga
of the shiny-painted sagebrusher
revolve around comments he
made during two recent interviews. Never mind for the moment
Watt's specific policy objectives.
Think instead about the actual
comments of the man in charge of
a federal Cabinet department.
In Business Week magazine,
Watt compared the environmental
movement to the rise of Nazism in
1930's Germany. "Look what happened to Germany in the 1930s,"
Watt said. "The dignity of man was
subordinated to the powers of
Nazism...Those are the forces
that this (grass-roots environmental movement) can evolve into."
And, talking to a cable television reporter on the condition of
Indian reservations, Watt said, "If
you want an example of the
failures of socialism, don't go to
Russia. Come to America and see
the American Indian reservations."
Reaction to Watt's comments
came fast and furious. One of my
new colleagues, Rep. Bill Richardson, D-N.M., said Watt must have
picked up some of his Indian
policy from General Custer. Commenting on Watt's comparison of
Nazism and the environmental
movement, former Wisconsin
Senator Gaylord Nelson — now
chairman of the Wilderness

Society—speculated that the Interior Secretary may have "gone
bonkers. It's time the white-coat
people took him away," Nelson
said.
Secretary Watt's comments are
so off the wall that at first blush
they might be dismissed as meaningless. A closer look, however,
reveals a frightening rationale
behind Watt's quotes.
In these two instances, Watt
was attempting to paint both the
environmental movement and life
on Indian reservations as stifling,
degenerative institutions. He has
a fetish about control, linking
wilderness preservation with
socialism's planned economy and
deploring government's dictates
and handouts on the reservations.
The secretary shows his true
colors when he conjures up these
fantastic negative images. His
one-dimensional view of using
America's natural resources on
land and offshore has generated a
personal obsession to vilify those
who advocate a more rational
resource use.
The personal assault often
grabs headlines, but the behindthe-scenes maneuvering can be
even more damaging. Consider
the number of times Congress has
resoundingly voted to block Interior Department proposals to extend mineral leasing rights in wilderness areas, step up off-shore
drilling in the Outer Continental
Shelves of the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans, gut regulations governing
reclamation of strip-mined lands,
and weaken legislation like the Endangered Species Act.
The simple fact is that Secretary
Watt's policies fly in the face of a
decades-long bipartisan effort to
bring moderation to development

Aborting
Abortions
by Karl Lancaster
On Saturday, January 22, exactly ten
years had passed since the famous (or infamous) Supreme Court decision (Roe vs.
Wade) which allowed women the right to an
abortion on demand. Since then the right to
lifers and the pro-choicers have called each
other just about everything from baby-killers
to fascists. Both sides firmly believe that
they are right. I would, however, like to say a
ew words in defense of the pro-lifers.
First of all when does life begin? A t conception? At the point when the tetw is attached to the wall of the womb? Orzr lirth?
The answer: No one is sure. The ri .earch
and debate continue. But until an answer is
found how should one decide? If one is really concerned with the preservation of life, it
would seem that in order to "play it safe"
the unborn fetus should be treated as a person (and not a "thing") until it is proven to
be otherwise. This is the idea presented by
President Reagan in a number of speeches
on the subject. I am not presenting it
because of who suggested it, but rather
because it is sound moral advice. Of coure
this is not an absolute position without exceptions. There is the health of the mother
to be considered and also possibly situations of rape and incest. However, it would
still apply to the majority of cases where
one's own career or livelihood would be "interrupted" or "inconvenienced" by an unwanted pregnancy.
I also must object to several "arguments"
used by the pro-choicers. The first is that
the state cannot tell a woman what to do
with her own body and secondly that abortion is a "woman's issue." The fact is,
however, that the state every day tells both
men and women what they can and cannot
do with their bodies. For example, it is illegal for me to snort cocaine. But why not?
After all It's my body, I'm not hurting any-

of the nation's remaining untouched lands and sea coast and to
minimize the damage caused by
the development of ecologically
fragile areas.
Because of his substance as
well as his style, Secretary Watt
has become one of the least effective cabinet members when it
comes to advocating his agenda
on Capitol Hill as well as before
the American People.
With some officials, public
perception can disarm potential

one else, so why can't I use cocaine? The
state, however, will not allow me to do as I
will with my own body. Not only is the state
telling me what I can and cannot do with my
body, but it is forcing its morality down my
throat. Who do they think they are? Would
not I, if I really felt this way, have a
legitimate argument using the pro-choicer's
line of reasoning? This would seem to be
the case. If their line of reasoning were
followed to its logical end, legislation
against murder or robbery, for example,
could not exist because the state would be
forcing its morality on murderers and robbers and etc., etc. This argument becomes
an excuse rather than a reason.

First of all when does life
begin? At conception? At the
point when the fetus is attached to the wall of the womb? Or
at birth? The answer. No one
is sure.
This leads to the next argument that abortion is a "woman's issue" and that men
should stay out of it. This is, to put it bluntly, absurd. Abortion is no more a "woman's
issue" than war is a "man's issue." It is
ridiculous to assume that by themselves
women (or men) are the sole bearers of
wisdom in this or any society. That idea is,
ironically, extremely chauvinistic.
Many other arguments of the prochoicers are in need of refutation, but space
will not permit me to do so. Sadly the best
answers to this dilemma are neither popular
nor convenient to our "me and instant"
society, those of either prevention or adoption. These perhaps are not the most practical or easiest solutions to the problem, but
they are morally acceptable ones.
Karl Lancaster is a Junior Accounting major and a Contributing Editor of the
Republic Review.

opponents. The President has
enhanced his effectiveness by exuding personal warmth and downhome earnestness. Rep. Peter
Rodino, D-N.J., and former- Sen.
Sam Ervin, D-N.C, both brought
down the Nixon White House by
using their personalities and
powerful positions during the
Watergate hearings.
Secretary Watt is another story.
Like a beacon of light, he not only
attracts attention to himself, he
also exposes all that is around

him. In this way, his opponents are
spoiled. A poker-faced interior
secretary with the same agenda
would no doubt have more success than the "hatchet man" who
now holds7 that office.

Bill Ratchford (D) is a Congressman from Connecticut's
Fifth District which includes the
cities of Waterbury, Danbury and
Meriden.

Canon Law Revised
by Tony Ghecas
Politics Editor
In the midst of the now famous bishop's
letter concerning nuclear disarmament, the
Catholic Church has presented us with a
new Code of Canon Law. This code, last
revised in 1917, reduces the number of offenses automatically punishable by excommunication from 37 to 7. Also the new code
de-emphasizes the legalistic tendencies inherent in many former codes. As Pope Paul
VI said "the judicial will no longer appear to
dominate every area of the Church's life,"
and he added "it will appear rather as but
one facet of that life."
I am the first to applaud the Church for its
new code. The Church has come a long way
since Vatican II and its new code proves
that the new Catholic Church is not afraid of
change.
However there is much in the new code
that is nebulous, lacking a clear definition.
A case in point is the Church's view on
divorce. Although the Church no longer excommunicates people on the grounds of
divorce, it recognizes that the person who
obtains a divorce "has placed himself in a

situation that does not meet the ordinary
conditions necessary to share in the
sacraments." In effect, this leaves the
responsibility in the individual's hands.
I would wish that the Church take a more
concrete stand on the subject of divorce
than it has taken in the new code. This concrete, specific stand would be reminiscent
of the stand that (he America Catholic
Bishops have taken with regard to nuclear
disarmament. They have stated with
courage that any type of first use of nuclear
weapons would be anathema to the-just war
doctrine.
In a world moving closer and closer to
catastrophe, the bishops have expressed
hope for a future of peace and not war. They
are forward-looking in their statement concerning nuclear disarmament. In effect they
are light years ahead of the Reagan stance
on the prevention of a nuclear holocaust.

"The judicial will no longer
appear to dominate every
area of the Church's life,"
and he added, "it will appear
rather as but one facet of that
life."
It is unfortunate that the new Code of
Canon Law is not also forward-looking. The
new code simply states realities that have
been the case since at least the end of the
Second World War. If the Church is to
regenerate itself in this modern secular
world, its law code must look toward the
future. As the bishops look toward the
future in their statement on nuclear disarmament.
I.» vl > » * *i
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Cloned Candidates
This year's F.U.S.A. presidential election ended in somewhat of a landslide
victory for Robert Sullivan, but the
amount of write-in votes seemed to symbolize the apathy and confusion many
students had concerning the candidates,
their platforms, and the election process
as a whole.
The most important votes were not
cast for Cathy Boyle, nor were they cast
for Bob Sullivan. The most significant
votes were the 109 write-in ballots which
were distributed between 28 different
candidates.
This extraordinary number of write-in
votes can be due to two important
aspects surrounding the campaign.
First, both candidates had platforms
which at a glance were identical to one
another in ail areas. Secondly many
students expressed disrespect for the
seriousness of the voting process and an
apathy concerning their choice of a
representative to voice their concerns,
and create new programs on campus.
From the onset of the campaign it
seemed as if two clones had chosen to
run against one another. Both Cathy and
Bob had almost identical platforms (they
were even divided into the same three
areas of concern). During the F.U.S.A.
debate, Sunday evening, both candidates stressed agreement on issues
such as the Bankey, the shuttle, more
non-alcoholic events for minors, and the
extending of F.U.SA's interest in student related policies. It can be added

The success of this event shows that
alcohol isn't the center of a student's life
nor does it have to be a requisite for successful programming. Las Vegas Night was
a well publicized and creative event. Student's involved with Dorm Council were enthusiastic about working the event.
As a result of last year's rise in the drinking age to 19, there exists a problem in planning successful Oak Room events that
could involve underage participants. New
rules had to be established by the Administration in dealing with Oak Room
events and B.Y.O.B. dances. Bands were
distributed at dances. There were long lines
at dances for checking t.D.'s Floor parties
were abolished. The multi-purpose room
was constructed. The social life at Fairfield
University and other Connecticut colleges
felt the changes.
In comparison to previous years, the success of social activities has waned. A
schism between upperclassmen and
freshmen evolved. A sense of social unity

^ fU-SA .ADDRESSING,
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that both ran on rather safe platforms.
There were no major restructurings of
the F.U.S.A. cabinet, and no vastly
creative programming ideas stressed by
either of the candidates.
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Many people attending the lecture and
listening in on WVOF commented that
nether candidate rose above the other in
terms of new concepts or in presenting
their platforms. Due to the great deal of
similarity in the campaigns the race
became somewhat of a popularity contest.
The excessive similarities between
the candidates also caused a number of
students to choose their own radical
candidates. As one sign commented, "If
you don't care, show it. Write-in Charlie
McCarthy."
The write-in votes could also have
been caused by students who saw the
election as a farce and decided to deal
disrespectfully with their ballot. These
actions can not be condoned, but one
must wonder what moved so many people in this one election to write-in a candidate.
As Mr. Sullivan takes office in April, it
is hoped that he will consider more
creative ventures which can gain for him
the students respect. Also future candidates should beware of playing the
game too safe, and attempt to garner
student interest through imaginative and
inventive ideas.
Sorry Charlie—Not this year!

Alcohol Unnecessary
All generalizations are false including
this one. There is a common belief that the
only thing most college students are interested in on a Friday night is getting drunk.
Well, the success of,last Friday's unprecedented event, Las Vegas Night, in the
Campus Center disproved that old adage.
Las Vegas Night, organized and sponsored by the Dorm Council, was a sold out
non-alcoholic event. The Campus Center
was closed off so that all of the facility
could be used. With the allure of gambling
and casino high life and the chance of winning a trip to the Bahamas, the students
packed the Campus Center. And would you
believe there was no alcohol involved?
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was missing. Alcohol became an unnecessary determinant in the success or
failure of a particular event.
Now, with the possibility of another rise
in the drinking age to 21, the success of Las
Vegas night is encouragng. We need more
creative programming. The question of
whether or not alcohol issued at a particular
event should not be the deciding factor of
an event's success.
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— LETTERS -

Student Reviews Legislatui
The Fairfield University Student Association (FUSA) is divided into three branchesExecutive, Legislative, Judicial—which
work individually and collectively to improve the quality of life for all students at
Fairfield. Of the three branches, the least
visible and/or publicized would have to be
Legislature. This does not mean to say that
they are an inactive branch but rather that
they are a "behind-the-scenes" branch. At
the beginning of a new semester it is appropriate that the doings of the Legislature
in the previous semester be recapitulated.
The Legislature meets weekly (usually on a
Wednesday night) to argue (That word is a
little harsh, maybe I should have said
discuss) key issues that affect their "constituents." Legislature President, Robert "Sully" Sullivan, conducts the meetings according to Parliamentary Procedure but has
been know to abandon the formalities in
order to insert some of his witty Boston
humor, hence the meetings are not only informative but lively.

Kennedy
Fixation
In his article "Teddy Kennedy: The Man
and the Myth," Gregory a. McAleer fails to
persuade me that Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
is not fit to be president. Although he
reveals this society's Kennedy-fixation and
all of the myths connected to it, Mr.
McAleer does not explain how these
popular beliefs can categorically prevent
any of the Kennedys from effectively dealing with the economic, social, and moral
problems of this nation. Like many of Sen.
Kennedy's detractors, Mr. McAleer simply
slings mud at the symbol of Democratic
liberalism without getting to the heart of the
matter, i.e. is there a relationship between
the personal behavior of individuals and
their public policy decisions? Until this
issue is addressed, attacks against Sen.
Kennedy will remain ineffective and will
continue to betray political opportunism. In
effect, another myth will be perpetuated at
the expense of well-founded facts.

The Board of Editors assumes responsibility for the writing,
articles, layout, pictures, and format. Unless specifically
stated signed columns represent the opinions of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the editorial position of The
Mirror or the views of the students, faculty or administration.

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and comments of its readers.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror office in the ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20#65 margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m. Friday evening for publication the following
Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be signed. With Mirror permission,
author's name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all letters. Letters must be free of personal
attacks, inaccurate factual material, and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on a
face to face basis, so that room can be reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.

David F. Weber
President, F.U. Young
Democrats

What exactly does Legislature do?
Legislator Kevin Dowd (from the OCB
district) headed a task force which was implemented at the suggestion of Legislator
Jay Power (also from OCB district) to investigate the beach shuttle issue. For those
of you who have not heard the latest, Mr.
Schimpf has announced that there will be a
beach shuttle next year. Beach residents
will subsidize the cost of running the shuttle.
For what it is worth, Legislature
unanimously approved a bill submitted by
Fran Kenneally which verbalized
Legislature's exception to the manner in
which the administration handled the bank- |
key issue.
President Robert Sullivan arranged for
Chris Eaton, Chairman of Regis' Dorm
Council, to petition for Legislature's support of the protest which he launched
against the horrendous condition of the
dorm washers and dryers.
Other guests at Legislature Meetings included Mr. Hickson and Provost Barone.
Legislature found that despite his low profile, the Provost really "calls the shots" at
Fairfield. (He is pictured on p. 135 of the
1982-83 catalogue, if you want to catch a
rare glimpse of this character.) We were
most grateful to be able to have Fr. Kelley
for a question-and-answer session. This
session was covered in depth by this very
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Gym Seating (
To the Editor:
Seating for Stag Basketball games in
Alumni Hall is chaotic. Arriving through
the front doors to the gym with my family
for Saturday night's Yale game, we were
politely informed that my family could
enter, but that I would have to enter
through the back doors because my ID
had to be checked. An inconvenience, yes.
but this was only the beginning.
During the first half of the game we
were escorted from the seats we had
found for ourselves and told to find
general admission seats. Apparently we
were occupying a season ticket holder's
seat. Aside from the commotion caused
and frustration of finding another seat in
already packed gym,-I ask. How would
anyone who didn't hold a season ticket
know that one entire section of the
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Confessions Of Reagan's Speechwriter
by Mary-Margaret Walsh
Executive Editor
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Nobody knows what I do for a
living. My, wife, kids, neighbors,
and relatives. "I'm in the government, I look at flags and eagles all
day." I tell everyone and muffle a
pretentious laugh. It is only after
Mash, and everyone in my house
is asleep. I pull out my word processor and play the game—
Speechwriting for the President.
"It's not whether or not the
country is on the mend. It's how
you write the spech." The President told his speechwriters last
week. We were assembled in the
Official Linguistic Juggling room,
huddled around the shaking
aluminum table. We were
psyching each other up for the
"Superbowl of Speeches"—the
State of the Union address.

Here's our line up:
•a frustrated ex-Hollywood propman—a skinny kid who spent a
whole night constructing the
"Light at the end of the tunnel."
•a
Fiver —our
minority
speechwriter. A woman with a
club foot and a liberal arts
diploma. She is our optimist—She throws in upbeat
words such as vigorously,
courage, patience, confidence
etc.
• a generalist—the Organization
Man—That's me. I know how to
send memos. I am a former
public relations man for Virginia
Slims. I coined the expression—"We have a long way to
go."
• a historian—a retired professor
of American History. He is our
antique dealer of lost quotes and
other useless expressions. He

pre Policy
publication in their last issue of 1982.
Chairman of Judiciary (which is a subcommittee of Legislature), Jay Power, arranged for his committee to interview and
evaluate the job performance of the FUSA
Cabinet thus far. Overall, they were pleased
with their findings.
Brad Melius, Chairman of Government
Operations, undertook the task of arranging
meetings between his committee and representatives of various clubs in order to make
sure that the clubs were making optimum
use of the funds appropriated to them by
the Appropriations Committee which is
chaired by Surrah Carlson.
Legislators Brad Melius and John Roche
co-sponsored a bill which would allow
Legislature to suggest to Student Services
that at least one floor in Kostka and/or
Claver Hall (formerly Southeast and
Fareast) be open to both men and women
on a suite-by-suite basis in order to promote
greater floor unity.
i In a nutshell, that is what your elected
representatives, the Student Legislature,
have been doing. This semester Bob Sullivan hopes to distribute a weekly newsletter of sorts, outlining the highlights of
the meetings so that you, the constituents,
will be better informed and hence, hopefully, more involved in the issues which affect
the quality of life here at Fairfield.
Ellen Gallagher
Class of '84

Chaotic
bleachers is off-limits for the public? I propose that signs, ropes, and/or ushers be
installed to avoid a problem for fans. My
father, an alumni, enthusiastically drove
down to Fairfield to cheer on his Alma
Mater, but was unable to enjoy the first
half of the game due to an unnecessary
ordeal, and the second due to horrible
seats
Stag games are an overwhelming display of school spirit and unity. Therefore,
don't these college contests warrant consideration for the fans? I ask that the
seating distinction be visibly posted
before games so that "general
admission" fans are not unnecessarily
inconvenienced. General admission
tickets are not the equivalent of 2nd
balcony tickets, are they?
Elizabeth Bartus '85
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was a consultant speechwriter
for Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
• the official analogist—a poet
who carries a folder of "quick
fixes and artificial stimulants."
• the policier—He is the visible
powerhouse of our team. He is
under the most pressure. He
takes the original 8V2 X 11 fact
sheet of Reagan's proposals and
he pads it. He calls the shots for
all of us. "Okay, guys, Let's have
a little history here," "maybe
some psychology now."
• and finally, the crucial word
thrower. The quarterback of
nonsensical expressions, vague
words,
and
imageless
sentences.
"O'kay Men." President Reagan
continues. "Winning in Politics
isn't the only thing. It's second to
speech writing." So do your duty.

3S*^

"Yes, Mr. President."
We break up into smaller groups
and Mr. Policier puts the game
plan on the wide word processor
screen. Each person is given their
area to work on and a running
outline is pinned up along the
walls. We work hard under the
pressure of a deadline. We even
have work to bring home at night
for a week. Then the day before
the big game. The speech is completed. We hand the final copy to
the president and the teleprompter man. The countdown begins.
President acts and delivers our
speech. It's over. The New York
times prints the speech and
everyone makes fun of "forced"
writing. Everyone laughs.
Someday, in about four years. I
am going to find myself a real job.
Speechwriters finish last.

READERS
FORUM
Travelers Memoirs:

The Egyptian Way Of Life
by Marguerite Downing
Landing in Cairo is enough to
make any traveler a little uneasy
about staying there. Instead of
walking off the plane directly into
the air terminal, passengers are
met on the air-strip by a bus and
several soldiers with big guns. It is
then requested that passengers
point out their bags, which have
also been placed on the airfield. I
was told that this was a new safety
procedure to keep any unidentified bags carrying bombs outside.
This initial experience came as
a shock to me. Reminders of war
were not included in the dreamy
picture I had conjured up in my

mind. Somehow I neglected the
fact that the mysterious land of
the Pyramids, the Nile, and King
Tut was the same country in which
Egyptians and Israelis had engaged in warfare. Gradually, I came to
understand that the threat of
violence was as ordinary to the
Egyptians as the pyramids at Giza.
In Cairo, I was fortunate enough
to be the guest of a family.
Because of their generosity, I was
able to visit most historical points
of interest such as the pyramids at
Giza and Sakara, the Egyptian
Museum, the Citadelle Mosque,
and countless other awesome
sights. Living with the family for
ten days also gave me great insight into Egyptian culture.

The Moslem religion is a dominant force in the lives of Egyptians. Five times a day, the people
are reminded to pray to Allah by
bellowing voices from minarets all
over the city. The religion serves to
unify the people and remind them
of their long held traditions.
The presence of animal
powered vehicles alongside new
automobiles and trucks reflects
the mixture of old and pew which
is characteristic of Cairo. The
city's history reaches back
thousands of years, yet it is just
beginning to face the problems of
urbanization. The equally strong
presence of agrarianism and industrialism creates a flavor that is
confusing, but at the same time,

pleasing. The past is so much a
part of the present that progress is
very slowed.
The Egyptian youth are caught
between the traditions of the old
Cairo and the creeping wave of
westernization. The teenagers I
spoke with were fascinated with
the United States. The materialism
and easy lifestyle as portrayed in
the films that reach their cinemas
are very attractive to the young
people. The majority of people
there have no concept of our abundance of things.
The beauty of Egypt lay not only
in the antiquity of its mosques and
monuments, it also lies in its people and their intense devotion and
pride for their culture.

The Press Exploits The Needy
by Bryan LeClerc
For the past several weeks, Matthew Vittucci and John Roorbach
have been fasting. These Westport
social workers are protesting the
lack of a soup kitchen in this
wealthy suburb boardering Fairfield. However, the way the press
is handling this notable effort is
appalling.
On January 16 Vittucci and
Roorbach stopped eating to focus
attention on the town's readiness
to ignore the plight of its needy
citizens. And attention they received. The major networks turned
their cameras on and began filming, while the print media began
writing and taking pictures. Finally, on January 25, Save the
Children agreed to donate space
for the kitchen. One would assume that it was all over, but it
wasn't. The press did not go
home. They stayed, hovering like a
pack
of
vultures
around
Westport's fire headquarters.
Inside the station was a table
with twelve brown bag lunches, an
interim step until the soup kitchen
opens. They kept a vigil waiting
for someone to come and take a

free meal. But no one did. Who
could really blame them? People
have dignity no matter how bad off
they are.
But someone finally did arrive.
He was sixteen-year-old Marc
Tobin. The youth said his family
had kicked him out several
months ago, and he was hungry.

"Through all our
technological marvels in the media it
appears as though
the human touch
was lost."
But the bologna sandwich, fruit
and can of juice was not all that he
received.
Marc Tobin got his story and
picture in the major newspapers
and press from throughout the
state. Maybe the reporters are all
happy now. Someone ate a free
meal. But was it worth it? The

fourth estate has gone too far this
time.
The media should get away from
the distribution center so that
those who need the food can obtain it without losing their selfrespect. They don't seem to realize
it when they go beyond the point
where they should. People have
pride, whether well-off or destitute.
Exploitation of the needy is not
what Vittucci and Roorbach are

fasting for. They want to help their
fellow man. But how can they
when the press acts like this!
Through all our technological
marvels in the media it appears as
though the human touch was lost
If only we could get it back,
fiascos like this would not happen.
Bryan LeClerc is a Junior Politics
Major and President of the Cardinal Key Society.

Reader's Forum wiii be expanded to include
traveler's memoirs, student internships, Jesuit
Volunteer Corps and any other student experiences.
We are also accepting pertinent articles from the
faculty and administration. This Reader's Forum will
hopefully encourage more student and University involvement. We look forward to providing an open
forum.
Please contact Mary-Margaret Walsh at the MIRROR office, ext 2533, 2534 or 254-1891.
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Vegas Comes To Fairfl
by Suzanne Steel
Staff Writer
"It looks just like Atlantic City."
The wheel spun, the dice rolled,
the cards dealt as a sellout crowd
in the Oak Room each gambled
with $2000 of make-believe money
in the first ever Las Vegas Night at
Fairfield University.
Last Friday evening, January 28,
an organization know as Games of
Chance arrived at the Campus
Center and set up their wares.
Blackjack, Craps and Roulette
were some of the opportunities offered for one to increase their
amount of money. Student volunteers were trained in the art of running the tables and at 9:00 when
the doors were opened an eager
crowd thronged to try their luck.
This unprecedented event was
organized and sponsored by the
Dorm Council and was attended
by such campus luminaries as
President Kelley himself. No effort
was spared in making the Campus
Center so closely resemble the
sparkle and glitter which comprises that desert oasis known as
Las Vegas. Not only was there
authenticity in the games themselves but there were also attractive girls mingling throughout the
crowd selling cigarettes, cigars
and gum.
If one tired of the volatile enthusiasm of the crowded tables
there was further entertainment
within the confines of the Stag
Her Inn with concert video music
from no less than the likes of the
Go-Go's and Fleetwood Mac. Yet
one of the biggest surprises of the
night was to be found in the lobby
of the Campus Center itself which
was replete with not one but two
disc jockeys who kept a large
group of people on their feet and
dancing all night long.

Mets game, various gift certificates to liquor stores, two
tandem bicycles, and ticket
packages for Snowball, Dogwood,
and The Glass Menagerie. An
especially popular item on the
auction block was free pizzas
donated by Domino's.
The grand prize was, of course,
saved for last when the winner of
the trip to the Bahamas was announced. Everyone returned their
make-believe money and the dice
and the cards were packed up and
made ready for another casino
night elsewhere.
As a premier event, hopefully to
be run each year, Las Vegas night
was well organized and an unqualified success with all the winners and the losers.
Vegas Night saw Fairfield students become millionaires...and some go broke.

'The Dark Crystal' Is Flawed
by Cecile Mazzucco
Staff Writer In Jim Henson's The Dark
Crystal the unbelievable is more
believable than the believable. It's
not so much the plot but the incredible world in which the events
occur that holds the attention. The

more fantastic the place or
creature the more authentic it
seems.
The plot is Henson's own variation of the prophesied quest of a
weak but good soul to save the
world from the evil powers. Henson's twists and subtleties vitalize
the plot with suspense. The Gelf-

ing hero, Jen, is told by his Mystic
master of the prophesy that he
must find the crystal shard before
the three suns align in a certain
place. The master dies before telling Jen what to do with the shard
once he has found it. Jen is also
forced to choose the correct shard
from a box full of them.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

The cniy major complaint to be
heard all evening was directed at
the general overcrowdedness of
the game tables themselves. Too
frequently people were lined up
three deep at the tables unable to
see the results of their bets. Yet
persistence usually won out over
impatience and the Oak Room was
punctuated all night with intermittent sounds of joy and despair
depending on who Lady Luck
chose to be with.
At midnight all gambling ceased
and those who had amassed sufficient amounts of money over the
course of the evening were able to
bid on items donated by stores in
the area and clubs and organizations from the university itself.
The auction contained such
diverse things as a dinner for four
with Father Kelley, box seats to a

[Photo by Kevin Kumke]

On Monday, February 7, the Fairfield University Film Society will present the French New Wave film, Diva.
Frederic Andrei stars as a young mailman whose passion is opera in this thriller, sponsored by the Campus
Center. Admission is free.

This begins a series of narrow
escapes, where Jen is saved from
evil pursuers, Skesis and Garthim.
Without this excitement the
world itself would be all absorbing. The Mystic's valley resembles
a desert mesa with Indian cave
dwellings. The Mystics even practice ritualistic sand painting, yet
with their brontosauric head and
neck, and two pair of hands the
Mystics are far removed from Indians.
Great care is given to details.
The entire film is bathed in a light
that tints it like ancient parchment. The theme wafts through
the scenes with a lament as
timeless as the wind's.
Just as the audience totally accepts this new world it also accepts the world's most fantastic
inhabitants. The Skesis, a horrible
cross between reptiles and birds,
are sympathetically human in their
evil. They caress layers of motheaten garments, squabble and
drain the "life essence" from
other creatures to drink for
restoration of their youth. The
Podlings with features like
shrunken apples cluster like earth
colored fungi under tree roots.
Swaddled in their shapeless rags
these most Muppet-like creatures
recall Turgenev's Eastern European peasants.
Aughard, her face as leathery as
a gorilla's, is the closest any nonhuman comes to being human.
Nestled in her stringy grey hair are
curled horns, possibly Amun
horns from the Egyptian god and
like the three fates she can
remove her one eye at will. Like a
lonely old grandmother she waddles and speaks in repeated quesContinued on page 12

PlayhouseTwentieth Anniversary: Glass Menagerie
by Eileen M. O'Connell
Staff Writer

On April 25, 1963 at 8:18 p.m.
the curtain rose on the Fairfield University Playhouse's
first production. The play, Tennessee Williams' The Glass
Menagerie, received a successful three day run. On February
7 through 12, Mr. Williams'
autobiographical play will once
again be presented marking
the Playhouse's twentieth anniversary.
Special events commemorating the anniversary will include a reception immediately
following the opening night
performance for all in attendance. Also, alumni and past
members of the playhouse
community have been invited

to attend the February 11 show
and a special party which
follows. Tom Zingarelli,
playhouse manager, commented that alumni "response
has been overwhelming."

Tickets, priced $6.00 general
admission and $3,00 for students, faculty, and senior
citizens, are now on sale. They
are available Monday thru

The Glass Menagerie is the
story of a young writer, played
by Tom Hawkin, in his conflict
between his obligation to care
for his mother and sister and
his desire to start an independent life. The mother, a faded
southern belle is played by
Carolyn Kowlaski. Jennifer
Daniels portrays her painfully
shy daughter. The action
centers around an evening
when a "gentleman caller", actor Rob Watts, comes to dinner. Although the cast is new,
original director, Robert G.
Emerich, has returned to ensure the play's success.

"Special eventswill include a reception immediately
following the opening night performance..."
Saturday, 3-7 p.m., at the box
office or in the Campus Center
during lunch hours. A few
nights are already sold out, so
buy tickets soon to secure a
part of celebrating twenty
years of theatrical entertainment at Fairfield Unviersity.

Carolyn Kowlaski plays a faded southern belle in Tennessee
Williams' The Glass Menagerie, playing at the
Playhouse
February 7 thru 12.
[Photo by Donna DenfeldJ
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A Special Talent to Fulfill
by Alan Ferretti
Staff Writer

Senior, Rosemary Roche is a sociology major and a member of the
Loyola Chapel Folk Group.
[Photo by Rose Anne LaBarre]

Rosemary Roche is a senior
here at Fairfield with a special
talent, she loves to sing and does
a lot to fulfill that love. For three
years Rosemary has been a member of the Loyola Chapel Folk
Group.
She loves to play the guitar and
would like to sing professionally,
but she said, "I'm not going to go
knocking down any doors." She
did say however, "If the opportunity does arise where I'm asked by
someone to do so, I'll take it, for it
is something that I would really

want to do someday. Right now
I'm not going to devote all my
energy toward if for as a career it
doesn't pay the rent."
Rosemary said that her whole
family is musically inclined. In the

S| < HBIJ til\
summer of 1980 she, her brother
and sister sang back up for Barry
Manilow. Last year Rosemary said
she and a group of singers were
delighted when they were asked
to sing at the Campus Minister,
Kim Macalaney's, wedding, she
said, "It made me feel good to
sing for someone I knew on a happy occasion of theirs such as a
wedding."
Rosemary said, "I just like to
sing, at a wedding, at a party, at
home, anywhere, the bigger the

A Dragon From The Mind
by Lucia M. Mercurio
Arts and Entertainment Editor
The Dragon has come to Connecticut.
The biggest worry the inhabitants of Hampstead have are getting to their tennis matches on
time, keeping their golf scores
under par, and just sometimes
saving their mailboxes from being
vandalized.
But in the summer of 1980 the
small commuter town, so realistically described by Peter Straub,
has a visitor. The Dragon.
In Floating Dragon, Peter
Straub's sixth novel, Hampstead,
Connecticut is struck by an unknowable horror. Birds die, pets
commit suicide, people see
strange apparitions that can kill.
The once quiet and affluent town
is ripped apart, left bloody and
bewildered...and the reader feels
this way too.
Straub loves to play tricks with
his readers' minds. In Floating
Dragon, he beats his former
record. He goes way past the

realm of horror, into fantasy, and
then into something else, more
grotesque, more tense, more wild
than anything he's written to date.
On May 17, 1980 a plant near
Hampstead leaks a toxic substance called DRG-16. This poisonous gas which was being contained for testing has a different
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[Photo by Kevin Kumke]

effect on any amount of people.
Some die instantly; some become
"leakers," people whose skin dissolves as their bodies turn to liquid; some just go quietly or dangerously insane.
But those aren't the only
troubles facing Hampstead this
summer. Women are being grotesquely murdered, children are
drowning themselves...is DRG doing all of this, or is it the result of
something, or someone else?
Every thirty years death has
visited Hampstead in a wave of
blood and destruction in the
shape of Gideon Winter. In a
Straubian/Gothic style (a la Ghost
Story) four of Hampstead's inhabitants band together to fight the
Dragon. Graham Williams, Richard Albee, Tabby Smithfield and
Patsy McCloud form a tight unit
that not even the Dragon can penetrate. Tabby sees the future; Patsy sees the past; but all four of
them must come together to fight
the present and slay the Dragon.
So Straub does it again. He
manages (no matter how hard you
try not to let him) to take your
mind in his hands and kind of
bounce it on the ground a couple
of times until you've lost ail concept of the difference between
reality and fantasy.
Floating Dragon is his best to
date. He's opened the door to
something beyond the genre that
has claimed him as its own.
Maybe it's something new or
maybe it's just the inside of his
imagination. An imagination so
wild, so intense that it scares the
reader even to guess what might
be next on his list.

789-1169
Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Information About Other Centers
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Nursing Auditorium
Saturday a.m.

Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: «00-223-1782

audience the better." She likes
when she's asked to sing because
when she takes out her guitar
named Bella Dona meaning beautiful woman and plays, she likes
to get everyone else singing and
feeling happy.
Besides singing Rosemary is
pursuing a degree in Sociology
hoping to go into sales in the near
future. She says this is a more realistic goal for her than singing for
she believes, "The only way to advance yourself in a musical career
is by who you see and who you
meet, it's the only way to get your
foot in the door." For now, "Some
weekend singing makes me very
happy."
One very special thing coming
up for Rosemary this year is a solo
at the Baccalaureate Mass before
Graduation. She said, "It's special
to me because it will be my
graduation and I will be able to
sing at it."
In the near future, Rosemary
hopes to be asked to do an Open
Mike night at the Stag-Her.

Return of GWTW
by John Todd Bishop
Staff Writer
In the movie world, 1939 standsout as a year of supreme achievement in film. Movies such as The
Wizard of Oz and Wurthering
Heights were released along with
what is considered by many to be
the greatest movie ever made,
Gone With The Wind. 44 years
after its original release, Fairfield
University students were given the
opportunity to view this epic
drama of the civil war for only one
dollar.

Bex Office
As the majestic credits sailed
across the screen, a round of applause commenced and my faith
in man's romantic tendencies was
renewed. This impression was
reinforced by the fact that
everyone stayed in their seats for
the entire 3Vi hours without the
usual intermission. The projectionist must have had complete

faith in the strength of our bladders.
Considering that the film tends
to be a little overly melodramatic
there were only a few spots where
director David O'Selznick did not
expect us to laugh.
The most embarrassing moment of all was during the famous
crane shot of the wounded at the
Atlanta Train station. I mean here
I am watching Scarlett walk
through this multitude of dying
men with Dixie playing in the
background and my friends notice
that some of the wounded are
mannequins and they begin to
laugh and point to the dummies
scattered among the the extras.
David O'Selznick would have rolled over in his grave if he heard
them talk.
Many people think the ending of
the movie is depressing and they
wonder what will become of
Scarlett now that Rhett has left
her and she realizes she doesn't
love Ashely.
Looking at what Scarlett goes
through during the entire movie I
believe she will undoubtably get
Rhett back. So the movie does end
with hope. Scarlett tells us,
"Tomorrow is another day."

DAILEY'S FLOWER SHOP
2151 Black Rock Tpke. (next to Angus Steak House)
Snowball is on the way and we are selling
CORSAGES today! Have a great dance!
—also—
be sure to order early for Valentine's Day.

On/y$5.50 Call 336-1895
MIRO FARMS
Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Blackl Rock Turnpike
FaUrfield

A CUT

AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters

No Appointment Necessary

Wash, Cut &___ ^Blow Dry ..'13.00
*2.00 OFF with f .u. I.D.
KINGSWAY CORNERS

320 KINGS HWY-FAIRRELD

333-7541
OPEN: TUES-FRt 10-8, SAT 9-5
Across from Traynor Volkswagen

SERLINDISCOUNTSERL INDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUr.

_ Serlin — your headquarters
for a//

jimijlfc i

DtecoumMne&SpirhMerffait^ ^|

ikpost Rd. 259^-

NO EXTRA
CHARGE FOR

ur arf needs!

y° p y

KEGS DISCOUNT ED

*<*»»

KEGS ,N

S™* EVIE^ WEEKEND!

10% Off all liquor & cordials pit) & cases of beer
SAVE UP TO 30% ON ALL WINES

COLD BEER
Seagrams 7 80°... liter $7.69 Rikatoff Vodka 80°. .1.75 liter $6.99
Classic Club Vodka 80°...
liter $3.99 Carlo Rossi Red, White & Rose
liter $4.29
GENESEE Cream Ale

PABST

export bottles

jumbo 16 oz cans

CD Oil cold
vOiUU case
+ tax & deposit

,

CO /if)

cold

Q&.43 6 pack
+ tax & deposit

PABST

jumbo 16 oz cans
CO
70 cold
Q0./3
case
+ tax & deposit

■

PABST

3

12 oz export bottles

$6.59
^e
+ tax & deposit

• _.._ _ . -;.-»., . r« . Not responsible for typograpmcai errors.
WE'LL MEET OR BEAT ANY OTHER LOCAL AD All prices plus tax* excluding specials.

.

,SERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDiSCOUNtSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUN7i
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Basic

Black,
by Tim Keefe
Staff Writer

■V* I
Student photography Is being shown for purchase in the Dean's office through February 19.
[Photo by John Pastorelle]

Made In America

Quiet Riot: Subversive Mime
by Thomas Sladek
Staff Writer
Shhhl Quiet Riot is coming! The
national touring comedy team will
be performing a unique comedy
called "Made in America" about
two boys, Jack and Russ. The
show follows them from their birth
to their thirties, chronicling three
decades of raucous adventure and
social blundering. The performance includes special effects, illusion, dance, satire, improvisation, mime and audience participation.
The two principals of the group,
Bill Meller and Kevin O'Connor,
began their career in 1977 by performing street theatre. On one occasion, they created several
pieces protesting police brutality
in Philadelphia. After 20 minutes
of performing, 300 passers-by had
assembled including two squad
cars and three mounted policemen. Soon after this incident, their

partnership took on a name: Quiet
Riot.
In 1979 they were joined by Dave
Mettler, a light and sound technician. These three men have come
to Quiet Riot with the most
unusual amalgam of life's experiences. In their combined experience they have travelled around
the world, led rock climbing expeditions, worked with drug ad-

Baking Alone
When the sun softens
fading eyelet curtains,
highlighting clasped dandelions
in peeled tomato cans,
You roll all over me.
Sprinkled with flour.
Slightly greased
Back and forth
Nipples fall off like
sugar and cinnamon crumbs
Knuckles sinking in dough
Your fingers curve over
the rims of a wooden bowl.
The heals of your larded
hands erased
we roll up in to tiny balls
Covering ourselves with
woven towels,
silky smooth
yeasty warm
Mary-Margaret Walsh

be a kid J

The mime group Quiet Riot will
perform on Sunday, February 6 at
8 pm in the Oak Room.

JOHN E. PERHAM
GUILD OPTICIAN

"BRICK WALK"
1275 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430
OPP. POST OFFICE

(203) 255 360S

1555 Tbs+

£■

diets, shot the rapids in a kayak,
worked in oil rigs in the Gulf of
Mexico, harvested cotton fields in
Israel, worked construction in
Australia, flown airplanes, studied
mime in Switzerland, barely escaped indoctrination at a
"Moonie" commune, worked with
the CIA, lived and worked with the
poor, the middle class and the
rich. All of these perspectives
have been brought to bear in one
form or another in The Quiet Riot
performance.
The show will take place on
Sunday, February 6 at 8 p.m. in the
Oak Room. Tickets are $3 for this
"Dessert Theatre." During intermission, pastries and coffee will
be served. Seating is cabaretstyle, at round tables. The doors
open at 7:30.
In addition to the evening performance, The Quiet Riot will conduct a mime workshop in the afternoon. It is open to all students on
a first-come, first-served basis.
The workshop will take place from
2:30 to .4:30 in the Loyola MultiPurpose Room. Sign-up is in the
Campus Center Info booth, and
there will be a $1 charge for the
workshop.

Pictures? In the Dean's office?
Yes, that's right. Known as "Black
and White Basic," this student
photography show is being displayed now, in the Dean's office
on the first floor of Canisius, for
all to view.
All of these pictures were taken
by student photographers; some
are for sale and some are merely
for the photographer's and the
viewer's enjoyment.
And enjoy I did. Whether I was
viewing a picture or Fairfield University's pond by Donald Gaydos,
entitled "Tranquility," or a picture
of a decrepit building by Judith
Alleva, entitled "Last Hope," I was
thoroughly impressed.
The prices of the photographs
range from $20.00 to $75.00, yet, of

those that are on sale, most center
around the $30.00 area.
Some of the other outstanding
photos include: the "In My Shoes"
series by Patricia Barry, which
depicts three states of a college
student's existence, namely fun,
sun and rain; "Still Reflection" by
Mike Chutko, which shows the
reflection of trees in a body of
water; and two different views of
St. Joseph's Church, by Madeline
Croy, one of its choir loft and the
other of its interior renovation.
With this student photography
show happening in the Dean's office, we all have a reason to visit,
only this time it is for our pleasure.
If these photographs are any indication of the potential that Fairfield's student photographers
have, I think we may unknowingly
have one or two future Francesco
Scavullos among us.

The Dark Crystal'
Continued from page 10

tions which she answers herself.
With the audacity of the oldest
and wisest she dares to talk back
to the Skesis.
In direct contrast to the
believability of Aughard are what
should be the most human characters, the Gelflings, Jen and
Kyra. They have smooth skin and
silky hair with fawn's ears. Their
faces are human, fawnishly elongated in the cheeks and upperlip
and flattened in the nose. Their
bodies are lithe and small as
children's. Jen is first seen playing his Syrinx like a Pan. This
should create a bridge between
the audience's mythological roots
and the film's new world. However
the Gelflings hurt belief in the
world by creating incongruities in
it.
The tone and language of the
Gelflings is more twentieth cen-

tury than archaic. All of the other
creatures except the Podlings
speak in archaic sounding English
mixed with animal hisses and
pants. The Gelflings use contemporary contractions, expressions
and tone in sentences like Kyra's
flippant "Prophets don't know
everything." After using her win.. 5
to rescue Jen from Garthim, Kyra
explains why Jen does not
possess wings, by retorting, "of
course not. You're a boy."
The Dark Crystal is as carefully
constructed as a crystal wine
glass. Every detail contributes to
making a believable unbelievable
world. Its authentic "ring" is only
flawed by the heroes themselves.
If the over five years spent
developing the film could have
been lengthened, The Dark
Crystal might have been crystal
clear.

Just
Ask!
Order any 12" pizza
and get up to 2 free
cups of Pepsi! If you
order a 16" pizza,
you can get up to 4
free cups of Pepsi!

Koc

No coupon necessary,
just ask!
Fast, Free Delivery

468 Tunxis Hill Rd.,

367-9956

Valentine's Day

SALE

30% Off Earrings
20% Off Jewelry
also: watch & jewelry repairs; bead &
pearl restringing
1547 Post Road—Fairfield Center
259-4895 •Layaways -Visa •MasterCard

Our drivers carry less
than $10.00
Limited delivery area.
e
1980 Domino's Pizza Inc.
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Adventure in Travel Takes Students To Bermuda
by Margery Grey
Staff Writer
It happens every spring semester. For
one week in March, lucky students pack up
their gear and head for the warmer climates.
From Florida to Jamaica, college party week
takes place and the fun begins.
This year, Bermuda will be one of the
tropical spots students can explore.
Located seven hundred miles out in the Atlantic, Bermuda is a prime spot full of white
sand beaches, palm trees and fresh salt air.
The Fairfield University Lacrosse team in
conjunction with the Westport based Adventures in Travel will be sponsoring a college party week from March 12 thru 19. This
is a unique opportunity for students to participate in a wide range of activities not offered by any other package deal, all at a
nominal fee. The Lacrosse team will be playing several matches throughout the week
against teams from across the country.
There is also an opportunity to meet students nationwide who will be staying at Bermuda for their spring break.
Adventures in Travel will be hosting week
long activities at no extra fee for any student wishing to participate. Optional festivities include volleyball matches, limbo con-

tests, tennis, golf, horseback riding, beach
parties, cruises of the island, free admission into Disco 40, Bermuda's most popular
night spot, and complimentary barbeque
lunches. There will also be plenty of live
entertainment as well as enough time to
sunbathe and swim.
Accommodations vary in choice and
price range. Guesthouses are the cheapest
way to travel with lodging provided by Bermuda families who have extra rooms. Apartments are units complete with air conditioning, private entrances, private baths and
fully equipped kitchenettes to cut dining expenses. Deluxe complexes hold fifteen or
more students and have mostly quad
rooms, some with swimming pools. Lastly,
the Mermaid Beach hotel has a private
beach, swimming pool and discotheque.
The condominium-like accommodations
hold an average of six people with two per
bedroom.
If your spring break plans are still uncertain, then think about an exciting week
on one of the world's most beautiful
islands. For more information about the
Bermuda trip, contact either Tom Gruchaz
or Larry Phelan care of the Fairfield University Lacrosse team at Box J.

Each of the islands offer their visitor the opportunity to go sailing, windsailing, scuba
diving or snorkeling.

Friends in Montego Bay

by Erin Scott
"We wanted to get all of our friends together and go on a trip our senior year," said Joan
McCaffery. McCaffery is a senior at Fairfield University, and she along with Lynn Dean,
have worked together with Center Travel to arrange a trip to Montego Bay, Jamaica.
McCaffery explained that she
and some friends had gone to the
Bahamas last year, so they did not
want to go to Nassau. Yet, she and
her friends agreed that they did
want to go away for Spring
and windsailing; free admission to the
students are getting more for their money Break—especially since this is the
disco, happy hour from five to six each
with this particular trip to Nassau.
last time they will probably all be
evening; free car rental for two days for
The hotels in New Providence have night able to take a vacation like this
each unit, and—of course—the flight. The
time entertainment, discos and casinos. together.
Coral Harbor Beach Village also has its own
Paradise Island, known for its beautiful
The trip to Montego Bay will
pool.
beaches, is also hailed for its night life. cost $399. The price includes airThere are many hotels which run along the fare, transportation to and from
beautiful beach on Paradise Island and each the airport, eight days and seven
,^4 »j..-fc"»aV
has its own lounge and casino.
nights at the Chatam Hotel and all
During the day, one can go sightseeing or
taxes.
shopping at the market. Some of the well
k£L ftr*.*"**
Montego Bay is known for the
known spots include: Ranson Square which
is the city's focal point, the Queen's stair- beautiful coral reefs and the area's
case, carved from limestone as an escape attractive white sand beaches, the
route from Fort Fincastle. The western side most famous of which is Doctor's
of the island is dominated by Fort Charlotte Cave. Some of the historic buildand at the eastern end are submarine ings are St. James Church, the
gardens that can be viewed from a glass- town hall, and the Cage—once a
lockup for runaway slaves.
bottomed boat.
As any of the other resort
Kendra Taylor, a senior student at Fairfield University, stated that she was quite islands, Montego Bay has a good
impressed with Nassau. "It's beautiful," share of casinos and bars to keep
she said, "the people there are really nice its visitors busy during the evenand very friendly." Taylor says that she ing. During the day one can go
especially enjoyed the market where there sightseeing or enjoy any one of
was a large variety of straw baskets and the water sports available.
hats, dolls, jewelry and so many other
Graduate Assistant, Dave Fagone, is in
Although it has been publicized
goods.
charge of the trip to Nassau. He says that
"It appears to be the most popular trip in that no more students will be
this trip "should be better than the
recent years," says Fagone. Although the allowed to register for the trip to
Bahamas." He later clarified this statement,
airplane has been booked for only a limited Montego Bay, McCaffery says that
saying that "last year they (Fairfield Univeramount of tickets, Fagone says that if she has extended the deadline,
sity students) went to Freeport...Nassau is a
anyone is truly interested in going to but that interested parties should
step up and the price is affordable for
get in touch with her quickly.
Nassau he should come and talk with him.
students." In fact, Fagone contends that

Buccaneers Hideaway Becomes Modern Resort City
by Lisa Marie Sosa
Insights Editor
The "pirates republic" no longer exists.
Now do not get me wrong, there is an island
in the same geographical location, but it is
called New Providence, but it is not the
same. The island which was invaded by the
Spanish in 1641 and then restored to Great
Britain in 1783 and known for being the
headquarters of buccaneers is a modern
resort city today.
New Providence consists of two
islands—Nassau and Paradise Island—
which are connected by a bridge. The
island's history gives Nassau a unique
charm. Even though it is 1983, treasures and
the sea are still two of the important
characteristics of New Providence. Today,
the treasures are the winnings from one of
the many casinos; the sea is admired
because of its sparkling beauty, its warmth
and how accommodating it is to those who
enjoy scuba diving, sailing or swimming.
The white sands and the crystal clear
water are most enticing at Cable Beach and
at the beach on Paradise Island. Many
hotels on Nassau run along Cable Beach.
The seventy-six Fairfield University
students who have signed up for the trip will
be staying at the Coral Harbor Beach
Village. They will be staying in villa accommodations, with four students to a unit.
Included in the trip price of $399, are free
lessons in scuba diving, snorkeling, sailing

<e>

"Summer" in Fort Lauderdale
by Richard Ditizio
Staff Writer
Only back from Christmas break
two weeks, and already you're
looking to beat off the doldrums of
the cold Connecticut winter.
Spring break is only a glimmer into
a beacon if you plan to spend your
spring break in Florida.
Whether you are already booked
on one of the sun-filled, fun-filled
trips offered at school or are planning to escape on your own—sunny Florida awaits you with a
myriad of exciting things to do
while resting.
When one thinks of Florida and
spring break together, one town
comes immediately to mind—Fort
Lauderdale. Lauderdale is a kaleidoscope of beach, beer and buns all
intertwining beautifully to assure
a fun-filled week. Offering both
conservative and adventurous
types of diversions, Fort Lauderdale has something to tickle everyone's fancy.
During the long, hot days while
lying on the soft, pure sand sipping G&T's while trying to let the
sun change your race, poke your
head up occasionally and examine
the prospects. My suggestion is to
land yourself a native Floridian
who will know an obscure, not
overly crowded bar somewhere off
of the strip. How do you spot this
Floridian wonder man or woman?
Well, for starters, don't go looking
for those jiggling models prancing
on the beach in the Sunkist com-

mercials. Very California. Floridians are more subtle. Men must
wear a Speedo jock, and girls are
not in a two piece suit, they must
have a great excuse (like an unsightly abdominal mole). No matter how "bronzed" you think you've
gotten, the true Floridian hasn't
been that color since the womb.
Any guy playing water volleyball,
or any girl who waits on line at the
refreshment stand is as much a
tourist as you are. (Volleyball went
out with the Frisbee and Florida
girls never leave their towel for
fear of not shifting her body in accord with the sun).
Once you decide on whom your
unsuspecting prey will be, plan to
attack. Floridian men are intrigued
by Northern girls, but will act cold
due to their intimidation. As every
good Fairfield woman knows how
to land a man, an explanation is
unnecessary herein (just remember how you "convinced" him to
ask you to Snowball). Southern
girls love a man from the North
because: a) they think you're
worldly, and b) they think your
daddy is very, very rich. Mention
that you've been to New York
several times and ski almost every
weekend and she'll be yours.
After you attain your fair damsel
or mounted knight ask them where
they usually go when the sun goes
down. A few places that they
might mention are:
L'Escapade—Three floors of
wild "fun—wet t-shirt and 'men's

buns contests nightly. Two floors
of disco, danceable rock and new
wave with the nightclub (where the
contests are held) on the top.
The Pink Swan—For the night
you decide to hit the town and
money is no object. Kind of restaurantish and very cliquey, but
absolutely gorgeous. This is not a
place to guzzle beer and I think a
game of quarters will mean the
end of your evening there.
Laughs—This place is fun with
a capital F. A comedy shop on the
strip which features "quart"—er
beers and risque joke contests.
"Insult the audience" is a biggie.
Le Beau Rivage—Gorgeous
hotel filled with collegiates over
spring break. Huge bar on lower
level where snacks are available
until the wee hours.
Obviously, the aforementioned
are just a miniscule sampling of
the abounding bars, dance clubs
and supper clubs in Fort Lauderdale. The town is a college student's heaven for one week in the
spring.
If foul weather should restrict
your basking in the sun, do not be
inhibited as there are several
things to do in case of rain. There
are two wax museums—one of
Hollywood figures and the other
of American history, several arcades of every sort and usually an
art exhibition or two if you look
around •for it.. - ■.--.».■.«

Instead of imagining that you were sitting at the beach, be one of the few
who will be enjoying the warmth of the islands.
[Photo by Kathleen O'Gorman]
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Lady Stags

|(ILASSlFIEDS|
THE MIRROR WILL ACCEPT PREPAID MAIL-IN
OR WALK-IN CLASSIFIEDS ONLY. IF YOU
WISH TO PLACE YOUR AD IN THE COUNSELING CENTER FILE AS WELL AS IN THE MIRROR FOR A «3 FEE, PLEASE CONTACT THE
COUNSELING CENTER OR CALL THE MIRROR
AT 255-5411, EXT. 2533.
NEED CREDIT? Get VISA, MasterCard and others. Guaranteed! No
credit check. Free details. Write
National Credit Services, Dept.
CA122, P.O. Drawer 794, Fairhope,
AL 36532.
Need about 4 boys to help move 7
rms. of furniture (heavy) from FfId.
to Guilford. Load UHaul & unload.
Work to be done on the Wkend. of
Feb. 26th or 27th. Card #373.
Student needed for housecleaning— 5-8 P.M. once a wk.
Card #372.
Pool of workers (males for manual
labor) needed for irreg. Job spots.
Card #371.
Minor typing skills & good
telephone communication skills.
2-5 P.M. and perhaps Sats. Card
#370.
Pension Consulting/Pub. firm
needs deadline oriented data input person; proof reading and accuracy w/numbers a must, type
skills a plus. Hrs. 1:30-5:30; would
be flex. Card #369.
NEED CREDIT? Get VISA, MasterCard, and others. Guaranteed! No
credit check. Free Details. Write
National Credit Services, Dept.
CA122, P.O. Drawer 794, Fairhope,
AL 36532.
Stand-up Comedy Routine for
3/19/83 from 8:30 P.M.-9:30 P.M.
Sal.-neg. For High School Youth
Group. Card #371.
:
Housework 4-6 hrs. every 2 wks.
Hrs. flex. Own trans, needed. Card
#370.

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES

$

3
•1

for 15 words
or less
each additional
10 words.

Lt. housekeeping & babysitting in
exchange for room and board.
Own trans. Hrs. flex. Card #369.
Someone needed to do general
drugstore work-15 hrs. wk. Card
#366.
Babysitting and Lt. Housekeeping-Live in or out-Use of carHrs. flex, (daytime). Card #365.
TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENT-2
mths.
Assembly clerk. 4
P.M.-12:30 A.M. Norwalk area.
Card #364.
Student needed to drive 11 & 13 yr.
olds, on Tues. & Thurs. eves, and
to be with them after school. Card
#363.
Acct. stud, needed as receptionist
w/tax knowledge. Hrs. flex. 7 days
wk. Days, eves., and/or wkends.
Card #362.
College studs, needed as reps.
Place posters around campus, get
paid for each tear-off postcard
returned and for each enrollment,
resulting from these cards. Card

#361.
Household helper. No child care.
Flex. hrs. Own trans, needed.
$4.50 hr. Card #360.
Live-in homemaker for wk.of Feb.
19th thru the 27th. Children 17,16,
and 11. Be at home every night,
provide breakfast & dinner
w/children's help. Can attend
classes even though children on
vacation. Trans, would be nice, but
maybe can work out something.
Card #359.

Continued from page 16
scoring lineup, Liz Sterling had 11
points, and Carolyn Hodges and
Alison Martinsky had 10 apiece.
Nolan was emphasizing that she
used 11 players in the game. "We
are at a point in the season where
I am not afraid to put anyone in
the lineup. Everyone is contributing and everyone is gaining
confidence. When I can use that
many players against a team like
Rhode Island on the road, then I
know we are going pretty well."
Yes, the Lady Stags of Fairfield
are going pretty well. Liz Sterling
has turned the club around with
her fine play. The team rebounding has been awesome over the
past three games, and the team is
playing with confidence similar to
last year's 18-11 squad.

Answering Service-24 I irs. Need
telephone
Of lerators.
8:00 A.M . - 3 OOP . M ,
3:00 P.M.- 8 OOP . M ,
8:00P.M.-3:00A.M. Will train. Avble. on wkends. Card #358.
Eves. Owner of movie theater in
Milford needs someone (nonunion) who will work p/t to
organize and/or run projection in
his theater. (34mm.) Person must
be either licensed projectionist or
willing to be licensed (matter of
taking test). Card #357.
Receptionist for small Westport
Law office. Hrs. 1-5P.M. Mon.-Fri.
$3.50 hr. Card #355.
Looking for temp, employment?
Lt. industrial, secretarial, acct.,
etc. Various positions. Card #354.
Secretarial 5 hrs. day. Hrs. Flex.
Card #352.
Reception/Sales. Reliable person
to greet & control access to
security vault facility. Some exper.
in sales a plus. Hrs. flex. Card
#350.

Winter Sports Scene
Men's Basketball
February
2 - Wed.
7 - Mon.
9 - Wed.
12 - Sat.
16 - Wed.
19 - Sat.
22 - Tue.
24 - Thu.
26 - Sat.
28 - Mon.

*ST. PETER'S (CPTV-49)
at Navy
ARMY
at St. Peter's
*F0RDHAM (CPTV-49)
at Manhattan
at lona
NEW HAMPSHIRE
at Meadowlands
(American, Fairfield)
(Georgetown, Seton Hall)
Metro League

8
7:30
8
8
8
3
8
8

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

7 pm
9 pm

Women's Basketball
February
2 - Wed.
5 - Sat.
8 - Tue.
12 - Sat.
15 - Tue.
17-Thu.
19 - Sat.
23 - Wed.
27 - Sun.

SETON HALL
I0NA
ARMY
at St. Peter's
FORDHAM
at Providence
at Manhattan
QUEENS
at New Hampshire

5:30
5
7:15
5:45
7:15
7:30
1
7
2

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Men's Ice Hockey
February
1 - Tue.
5 - Sat.
7 - Mon.
9 - Wed.
12 - Sat.
14 - Mon.
16 - Wed.
19 - Sat
23 - Wed.
26-Sat

at Conn. College
at Amherst
at Trinity
I0NA
NICHOLS
at Southeastern Mass
UPSALA
at Stonehill
WESLEYAN
SMU

7:30
8
7:30
8
8
8
8

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

8 pm
8 pm

See your Jostens representative

Place: Outside
the Bookstore
Date: February 7th, 8th
and 9th
Deposit: $20.00

*250ff
any Jostenfc gold ring

Ask about our new
Lay-Away Plan
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Fairfield forward Steve Festa faces-off against St. John's in the Stags 8-4 victory last week. The
icemen play at Quinnipiac tonight.
[Photo by John Roche]

McKeon Goal Lifts Stags 4-3
to fend off the extra shots helping the Stags to their second win
in the last three games.
Aiding in the victory were Tim
Doheny and McKeon's high scoring partners, Smith and Festa
who each tallied a score in the
4-3 win.
Earlier in the week, Fairfield
lost to Framingham State College 5-3 even though the Stags
dominated most of the game.
Fairfield attacked the puck all
night long, and managed to get
off 36 shots on goal, but the
Framingham goaltender turned
away 33. According to coach McCarthy, "We played very well, but
their goalie played an exceedingly good game."

by Richard Swietek
Chief Executive Editor
Freshman Tommy McKeon
took the puck on an assist from
linemates Steve Festa and
Jackie Smith with only 58
seconds left in the game and
drove home the winning goal in a
hard fought victory over Upsala
last Saturday.
The victory raised Fairfield's
record to 7-5 in ECAC Division III,
and 7-6 in overall competition.
The Stags were able to hold on
even though eight penalties
were called on the team.
Fairfield was also outshot by
Upsala 28-22, but freshman
goalie Steve Donovan was able

Captain Pete DeBisschop goes up for two of his game high 36 points
in Fairfield's win over Yale.
[Photo by Kevin Kumke and Ellen Dougherty]

The team then moved on to
play St. John's and came away
with an easy victory 8-4. After the
first period Fairfield found itself
losing 3-1, but in the second
period the Stags came alive with
five goals, (three by Jackie
Smith), and from that point on it
was all Fairfield. Marsh Richards
added two goals and Bob Brown,
John Hanley and Ed Home had a
goal apiece to round out the
scoring.

Stags Win Over Ivies
Continued from page 16
court to make it 18-12. after
Yerina's jumper and it looked like
Fairfield was ready to play, but
Mulder answered with another
layup. If it weren't for offensive rebounds and subsequent baskets
by both Johnson and DeBisschop
making it 20-16, the Bruins might
have created a serious embarrassment.
With the starting five sleepwalking through the first fifteen
minutes of action, O'Connor went
to his bench. Freshman forward
Jay Brybe responded with two
quick hoops and a feed to DeBisschop, the latter momentarily
tying the score before a Brown
hoop beat the buzzer.
The story of the second-half
belongs to Yerina and O'Toole.
The pair of scrappy freshmen were
solely responsible for a 9-2 burst
that cushioned the Stags for the
final six minutes. Yerina put together two consecutive baseline
moves, the second one giving
Fairfield a 47-46 margin. The next

The Stags will be on the road
until February 9 when the team
will play lona. Tonight, Fairfield
will face-off against Quinnipiac
and Saturday the team travels to
face a tough Amherst team.

MAAC Standings (As Of 1/31/83)
Men
MAAC Scoring Leaders
School
lona
Fordham
Fairfield .
Manhattan
St. Peter's
Army

MAAC
W-L

OVERALL
W-L

2-0
4-1
2-2
2-2
2-2
0-5

13-4
10-8
11-6
11-5
14-3
5-11

Burtt, (lona)
DeBisschop, (Fairfield)
Gibbs, (St. Peters)
Cain, (Manhattan)
George, (Fairfield)
Springer, (lona)
Maxwell, (Fordham)
Cozzens, (Army)
Bromwell, (Manhattan)
Best, (St. Peter's)

24.2
21.7
18.2
17.1
16.1
15.0
14.8
14.1
13.6
13.4

time down court Yerina dove to tie
up a loose ball, setting up an
O'Toole foul line jumper. Then
O'Toole stole the show with a
three-point-play and Fairfield led
52-48. Again foulshots were the
difference as the Stags hit on 8-9
in the remaining two minutes of
the ball game. In a game that saw
Pete DeBisschop score just
twelve points, Pat Yerina led all
scorers with twenty, going 7-10
from the floor. Stag Clipboard....ln
case you're wondering where Bob"by Hurt is, the junior guard is playing his natural position—point
guard but still averaging just
under 10.0 points a game. At his
current scoring pace (21.0 approx.
per game) DeBisschop is a threat
to break the Stags' single season
scoring record. He is currently
14th on the all-time points list...
Yerina was named MVP in Fairfield's victory over Brown by
CPTV, who broadcast Fairfield
basketball over the Fairfield area.
Manhattan's freshman sensation
Perry Bromwell was last week's
MAAC player of the week.
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12 ounce

LAMBRUSC0
SPECIAL!

CARLING
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$599 case

BUD
CANS
$Q99

ALL PRICES PLUS TAX
WHERE APPLICABLE

EXPIRES FEB. 9th
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Fri. Feb. 4

Happy Hour with
Free Hors D'Oeuvres
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Sat. Feb. 5
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Tues. Feb. 8

$1.00 Bud

Weds. Feb. 9
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STORE HOURS. 9:30 AM-8 PM
M0N.-SAT.

$1.00
Alabama Slammer
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10% OFF with F.U.I.D. Sale items not applicable
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1599 Post Road, Fairfield • (203) 254-0188
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$099 1.5 liter
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Cape Codder
FU STUDENTS-COME FOR LUNCH AND
HAVE A FREE DRINK. BRING YOUR I.D.!
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Stags Romp Over Ivy

Tony George goes baseline
against the Eli's Steve Leondis in
the Stags 90-87 victory last Saturday.
[Photo by Kevin Kumke and Ellen
Dougherty]

MIRROR

by Jeff Cahill
Sports Editor
If intensity could be bottled and
sold, Stag Head Coach Terry
O'Connor surely would not have
grayed quite so much last week.
The lackluster play of Fairfield
against Yale and Brown provided
the two Ivy League schools with
opportunities for an upset. In fact,
it took near perfect foul shooting
in both second-halves to send the
two clubs reeling back on their
penny-loafered highcuts.
Yale (90-87) Just a year ago the
"wear red game" laid the foundation for an almost upset over the
BC Eagles, the same team that
eventually made it to the NCAA
final eight, in a double overtime
thriller. Last Saturday the annual
official plea for Bedlham in Alumni Hall was desperately needed to
boost the Stags over a red-hot
shooting Eli squad. Fairfield also
relied upon a 19-4 run over the
middle eight minutes of the final
half to erase an earlier ten point
second-half deficit.
The contest started simply
enough with Jerry Johnson connecting on an eight footer. After
Pete DeBisschop tied it at 10-10
from the foul line—the Stags
never saw the lead until Johnson
again gave Fairfield (70-68) the
edge with just eight minutes remaining.
It was the Elis' phenomenal first
half shooting (65%) against a

SPORTS 1

Lady Harrriers Compete At Yale
Staff Report
The Lady Harriers' indoor
season is well underway with a December meet at Nasssau Community College behind them along
with the Yale Invitational held two
Sundays ago. Here is a recap of
the Lady Stags success to date:
On December 10, the women
competed at Nassau. At this meet,
records were set and some of the
women attempted new events.
Tricla Sneider ('86) competed in
the Pentathlon. This included an
11.1 sec. 55 meter hurdle, a 2:43.31
880 yard dash, the high jump and
the shot put.
Maura Murphy ('83) and
Maureen Noonan ('85) attempted
i'ie aao yard race-walk. This event
demands a lot of mental concentration as well as speed. Murphy

finished in 5:50.4 establishing the
school record for this event. Murphy and Noonan walked way with
first and second place medals.
In the one mile run, Murphy set
another school record with a 6:02.
In the first heat of the 440 yard
dash, Maria Malatak ('86) set a
school record of 67:12. Maureen
Noonan ran in the second heat
with a 78:73.
Cathy Connolly ('83) established
the two-mile record for Fairfield
with a 13:51. Connolly finished
seventh out of fifteen in the event.
Joan Watt finished ninth in the
same race with a time of 14:12.
Clare Hannaway ('83), Fairfield's
top sprinter, won the first heat of
the 55 meter dash.
The first meet of the second
semester was held on Sunday,
January 23. The Lady Harriers

went to the Yale Invitational along
with many of the top schools in
the East (Georgetown, Fordham,
Princeton, UMass, URI, UPenn, St.
John's and twenty-eight others).
The Fairfield squad depleted by
illness and injury, still managed
some fine performances.
Cathy Connolly and Maureen
Brady ran in the 3000 meter run.
Connolly finished in 12:36 and
Brady in 13:49. The school record
is 12:21.
In the second heat of the 1500
meter run, Maura Murphy finished
sixth with a 5:39. That time was only nine seconds short of the
school record.
In February, the Lady Stags
have meets scheduled at Southern
and Holy Cross.

rather loose 2-3 Fairfield zone that
supported their underdog bid with
an eight point halftime lead.
"They were getting alot of wide
open shots against our zone and
their shooting kept them in the
game," O'Connor testified afterward. "They were not what I consider good shots but they kept hitting." Yale's Bill Jacob put on just
such an exhibition canning three
straight eighteen footers within a
span of sixty seconds, each coming after Fairfield quickly made
the good percentage shot.
It was clearly the Elis' freelibbing, nothing-to-lose attitude
that enabled Yale to total fifty-four
points before the intermission.
The off-the-bench life provided
by sophomore John Leonard and
Tim O'Toole and a stern man-toman defense helped contain the
Elis in the second-half. "Going
man-to-man gave us a big lift and
once we started alternating defenses they began to get caught
off balance," O'Connor commented. The key to the defensive
turnaround was O'Toole, draping
himself over Yale's Butch Graves
(the ninth leading scorer in the nation at the time 23.5) and managing to hold the talented Eli to
eight second-half points.
With Yale leading 64-56 Yerina
hit his pattened baseline jumper
and Fairfield began their move.
DeBisschop's turn came next converting a three-point-play (part of
the quietest 36 points anybody
will ever see; 14-15 from the foul
line) to close the spread to four.
Four O'Toole free throws sandwiched around a Leonard tip-in
previewed Johnson's lead changing bucket. When DeBisschop
added another three-point-play
followed by two more free throws
(Johnson) the Stags suddenly led
by seven. The Captain would make

it nine before the Elis started
working on the hairs atop O'Connor's head.
Yale reeled off nine straight
points with the aid of a trapping
full-court press in a span of just
:64 seconds, tying the score at 79
with 3:40 remaining. George captured the lead right back with
what else? Two free throws and
moments later gave Fairfield the
lead for good on a lay-up out of
the Stags' halfcourt slowdown offense. DeBisschop put a lid on
Fairfield's eleventh win of the
season with his second dunk of
the game at the :16 second mark.
In all, the Stags shot (88%) from
the charity stripe (20-22 in the second-half) in outlasting the Elis.
O'Connor was quick to surmise
its effect. "It was the best foulshooting we've had in four games.
It won the game for us."
Yerina and O'Toole added 13
and 11 points respectively in the
Stag cause.
Brown (66-59) The importance of
the variable intensity was never
more apparent than in Monday's
contest as Fairfield needed every
tick of the clock to secure their
seven point victory. Maybe it was
the absence of Superfan, who left
an unusually subdued student
body on their own. Maybe it was
the phenomenon common to college basketball, the difficulty of
getting up for just another game.
In any case, Brown is not the stimulating opponent that Fordham or
lona are, and the Stags made that
obviously clear, shooting a torrid
(38%) from the floor in the firsthalf. Still they trailed by just two
points at the half, 32-30.
The Bruin's Todd Mulder sank a
driving layup seven minutes into
the game and Brown had a surprising ten point lead 18-8. Tony
George went the length of the
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All Championship Games Feb. 6.
"Winner plays Dr. Bieliznak for chance to play Speed in final
scheduled for Feb. 16 before the Fordham game.

Women Capture 3 Straight, Record Moves To 11-8
by Joe DiPietro
Staff Writer
Sparked by the healthy return of
Liz Sterling, excellent rebounding,
and a new offensive philosophy,
the Fairfield women's basketball
team won three games this past
week to improve their season
record to 11-8.
Sterling, a junior guard, handed
out a school record 13 assists in
Monday's 84-66 win over Harvard.
The lady Stags outrebounded Harvard 60-40, and for the week, held
a 167-117 advantage over their opponents.
The game featured some good
outside shooting. This is part of
Coach Dianne Nolan's new offense which was implemented
after the loss to Manhattan. She
wanted her players to take more
outside shots and refrain from forcing the ball inside. This has
seemed to take a lot of pressure
off both the guards and the big
people.
Sterling rose to Nolan's challenge by canning four shots outside 15 feet, and what didn't fall
from the outside was usually gobbled up by Katrina Fields or
Carolyn Hodges. Fields and

Hodges combined for 28 rebounds
and 37 points in a relatively easy
win.
Coach Nolan termed the game
"physical, sloppy, and poorly officiated," but was "pleased with
everyone's poise and overall performance." The game also showed that the fans can also get into
the action. The Harvard coach
called the few Stagmaniacs in the
crowd "obnoxious, but effective."
Twelve players got into the
scoring column as Fairfield crushed Vermont 98-71 last Tuesday.
Carolyn Hodges tallied 23 points
and added 11 rebounds to lead the
assault of a fairly respectable Vermont squad. The Lady Stags led
46-32 at the half and the only
question in the game was whether
they would post 100 points or not.
Coach Nolan didnt seem too upset over the total of 98 as she got
to give all of the girls some playing time. Teale Stevens shot well
from the field and had 13 points in
the game. Alison Martinsky knocked in 12 points, nabbed eight rebounds, and had five blocked
shots in 20 minutes of play. The
steady Kelly Stryker also had 12
points for the Lady Stags and
floor general Sterling had eight

assists. Nolan was "very impressed with the rebounding and the
way we ran the fast break. Vermont had only lost to Army five so
we knew they were a very capable
team. We played very well."
Nolan was the most impressed

with Friday's 77-70 victory at the
University of Rhode Island. Fairfield only turned the ball over at
unimportant times as they defeated a Rhode Island team that
had won four in a row. The Lady
Stags jumped out to a surprising

41-36 half-time lead and never
trailed the rest of the way. Katrina
Fields had 14 points and 11 rebounds, and Kelly Stryker hit for
14, including 6-for-6 from the foul
line. Rounding out a balanced
Continued on page 14

Lady Stag guard Patrice Wallace drives the lane during recent action against the Manhattan Lady
Jaspers. Fairfield lost the contest 60-58.
[Photo by George Douaire]

